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Independence Day is an occasion for celebra-tion, rejoice for the entire nation. Every year
we are celebrating it. Just celebrating. We won
freedom. But are we keeping it alive? What is our
responsibility as a citizen in contributing to the
nation’s development? When we won freedom,
our country was left with internal conflicts, food
and financial crisis, and superstitious beliefs that hampered its overall
development. From the state of almost nothing we entered into the list
of top most countries in the world, leading in IT, medicine, telecom-
munications, space, agriculture, defence and many more sectors.

Our country lacked the infrastructure to produce even a rifle at the
time of independence. Now it is equipped with world-class supersonic
missiles. Prior to independence bulk of the drugs were imported and a
very negligible quantity was locally manufactured. Now it is leading
in production of vaccines, and drugs. From hand -to-mouth existence
it has become self – sufficient. India is able to harvest the benefits and
achieve what it has now from the seeds sown by the eminent scientists,
visionaries, and industrialists. ISRO, ICAR, IISc, DRDO, BARC,
ONGC are  a few  to name that stand as a testimony to the science and
technological prowess of the nation. India is becoming a major global
knowledge production hub with over 150 foreign companies setting up
their R&D centers in India.

Science and technology drive economic and social development.
With that view in mind they are  being made available to citizens in
the country.  The future of our nation and individuals depends on right
utilization of science and technology.  But they are being used to by
divisive forces to  promote illegal and criminal activities that not only
destroy the  fabric of democracy at large but is dangerous to individ-
ual’s security.  This is  hampering the progress of the country and the
citizens alike.
The stories of this month, the cover package on Pornography and

feature story on Cyber attacks gives a glimpse of serious repercussions
of  the misuse of technology. As nation with majority young population
we need to realize that youngsters are major decision makers for the
future of our country and they need to be more healthy and practical-
minded decision makers. We also carry an article on one such young
leader form Telangana, KTR who is more of a statesman then runoff
the mill minister. In inside pages of this month’s magazine you can also
meet Radhika Menon, who has become the first woman in the world
to receive the Award for Exceptional Bravery at Sea.
The staff  and management aat The News wishes it’s readers a

Happy 69th Independence Day.
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When Rajeev Gandhi as Prime
Minister visited Apollo

Hospital, the first corporate hospital
in Hyderabad in mid 1980s he
wished the city of pearls to become
major medical center for the nation.
Today this 400 years old city not
only leading medical center of the
nation but attracting patients from
many countries in the world. Large
number of NRI medical experts in
western world is returning to city
and ready-to-treat patients. This
lead to number of corporate hospi-
tals grows and offer treatment facil-
ities comparable to leading medical
centers in the world. With this there
are multi-fold increase international
patients coming to Hyderabad.
Estimated 800-1,000 foreign
patients are being treated or operat-
ed in the erstwhile Nizam city every
month. Most of them are from over
25 countries in Africa, West Asia
and SAARC countries. They are
coming for treatment including sur-
geries which cost, including travel
and staying expenses almost 40 per-
cent less compare just treatment
expenditure at major medical cen-
ters in the world.
So much so, Yashoda,

Continental and Apollo, Global
Hospitals have set up a dedicated
international wards and blocks in
their campuses exclusively to treat
overseas patients. 
The year-on-year growth of for-

eign patients at Apollo Hospitals is
about 11 to 12 percent. Yashoda

Hospitals clocked 75-80 percent
growth in international patients
compared to its track record in
2011-12. The overall contribution
of international patients to Global
Hospitals business is at an average
of 20 percent plus. The scene is
similar at Continental Hospital, a
Joint Commission International
(JCI) accredited facility that boasts
of 1international patient out of
every eight patients that it treats in
Hyderabad in a day. In recent
times, there has been competition
due to emergence of medical
tourism in African countries like
Kenya, Egypt and West Asian mar-
kets like Dubai, Jordon and Turkey.
But experts in corporate hospital

managements say India continues
to score over others for the special-
ties it caters to. In fact, many hos-
pitals in Africa and West Asia sign
independent memorandums of
understanding with select hospital
groups in India to treat their inter-
national patients, giving them
exclusive rights to perform surgical
procedures on patients from their
countries. For instance, city head-
quartered Global Hospitals that has
group hospitals in Chennai,
Mumbai and Bengaluru is known
to enjoy exclusive rights, granted
by Sultanate of Oman and
Kingdom of Bahrain, to take liver
transplantation cases of their 
citizens. 

Hyderabad shines
Med tourism is on raise
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Google wants to cash in on the
high-quality talent pool in the

India. The tech giant aiming to
train about twenty lakh developers
in India on its Android platform
over the next three years.  India,
which has about one million peo-
ple working on solutions for the
Android mobile platform, is poised
to become home to about forty
lakh developers by 2018, making it
the world's largest developer base.
Google is launching a special-

ly-designed instructor-led training
program on Android
Fundamentals. 
This will be made available

across public and private universi-
ties and training institutes of the
National Skill Development
Corporation of India (NSDC). The
training will be made available for
both students as well as mid-career
developers. The in-person training
module integrated into the course
curriculum will be introduced
within this calendar year by these
partners.  
"India is expected to have the

largest developer population glob-
ally, overtaking the US, by 2018,
with four million developers. But
today only 25 per cent of develop-
ers are building for mobile,"
Google Vice President Product
Management Caesar Sengupta
said. The aim is to help make India
the global leader in mobile app
development, he added.
Google Head of Developer

Training Peter Lubbers revealed

that Google has partnered univer-
sities like Amity University,
Lovely Professional University,
GD Goenka University and Rayat
Bahra University among others for
its initiative.
It has also partnered training

organizations like Edureka,
Koenig, Manipal Global,
Simplilearn, Udacity and UpGrad,
who will operate as Authorized
Android Training Partners in India.
Google is also training the trainers
to update their Android courseware
to prepare students for the Android
Certification and a career in
Android development. They
expect to train about four thousand
faculty members. 
Google has also launched a

job-oriented Associate Android
Developer Certification, a per-
formance-based exam that will

help successful candidates get
entry-level Android developer
jobs. After training, candidates can
log on to the Google Developer
training website and take the certi-
fication exam for Rs six thousand
and five hundred.
Google's global rival, Apple, is

also making heavy investments in
India to push its iOS mobile plat-
form. In May, it announced setting
up a software laboratory in
Bengaluru to support start-ups and
developers working on its iOS
platform. It had said Apple's team
will work with developers on best
practices, help them hone their
skills and transform the design,
quality and performance of their
apps on iOS platform. This
assumes importance as Apple is
planning for expand in India in a
bid way. 

Google to train 
20 lakh developers
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By Dr VakulaBharaNam
krishNamohaN rao

In many organizations some peo-ple silently work at back stage.
Without a title and publicity. But
when circumstances make it
unavoidable for them to come out
to stage and take up responsibility
the world gets astonished. Wow
feeling spreads everywhere. People
envy of this work extra to find ‘rea-
sons’ for new persons ‘sudden’ raise
to prominence. This is what hap-
pened with Kalvakuntla Taraka
Rama Rao an NRI turned politician
and son of Telangana states Chief
Minister K.Chandrashekar Rao
(KCR).  He not only stood like
solid rock behind father initially but
emerged as one of the most popular
face of Telangana Rashtra Samithi
(TRS) to join the first government
of India’s 26th state Telangana
(TS).
When KCR started TRS in

2001, he was well aware of the con-
sequences that he would have to
face. Having studied the previous
two movements, closely, he adopt-
ed a strategy of ‘Attack, wait and
attack’. The strategy of taking two

steps forward and one step
backward worked and the
movement was a spectac-
ular success. Movement
for separate statehood to
Telangana saw employees,
intellectuals, artistes, writ-
ers and people from other
walks of the life, working
together. While, the aim of
all these sections was to
achieve separate state, the
path was different.
Coordinating these groups was not
an easy task.KCR, as he is fondly
called, is a visionary. He has keen
political intellect and apart from
being a great leader, he is adept at
picking people, who can drive the
movement forward.
In the early days after the party

was launched and the movement
was being active, there were also
some divisive forces which sneaked
into the party that tried to douse the
movement. In this time, K Taraka
Rama Rao (KTR) stepped into pol-
itics to aid his father. Movements of
this need and also give ample
opportunities for youth to partici-
pate, emerge as future leaders. It
was no different with KTR and

some other youngster
like him. While his
opponents may call his
entry a political lineage
but that was not the
case. The circum-
stances in which he
stepped into politics
were different. The
2006 by elections for
Karimnagar Parliament
constituency was a 'do
or die' moment for both

TRS and the movement for separate
statehood. KCR had to win in the
polls to tell the nation in an
unequivocal voice that the desire of
Telangana people is nothing short
of separate statehood. KTR took the
challenge and worked hard behind
the scenes to make KCR win with a
thumping majority. This very inci-
dent not only marked his entry into
politics but made KTR a young and
promising leader to watch for.
The key ingredient in his leader-

ship is KTR’s ability to make every
one work for a common goal.  He
was just 30yr.when he stepped into
politics in 2006. Ever since, he has
turned no stone unturned and made
an indelible mark. He proved him-

mr. statesman,
minister

kt rama rao

Dr. Vakulabharanam
Krishnamohan Rao
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self at every opportunity.
While detractors say that
he was born with a silver
spoon and everything
was served in the plate,
but that was not the case.
KTR had clear goals and
had to work hard like
any youngster to achieve
them. KTR, who worked
as regional sales director
at Intra in the US. After
plunging into active pol-
itics used his manage-
ment and leadership
skills, to make rank and
file of the party work
together effectively on
scientific lines. With a
motto of win-win, he has
won over everyone in
the party and emerged as
an undisputable leader.
Even though he was a second-

generation politician like Sachin
Pilot and Jyothiraditya Scindia,
unlike them KTR made his mark as
an independent leader, while they
remained as dependent Gandhi-
Nehru family popularity in national
level. KTR has also piqued the
interest of several prominent
national leaders like AB Bardhan,
Prakash Karat and HD Devegowda
at a convention, with his eloquent
speech and they have suggested to
KCR to not to confine his son to
state politics. Even the usually neg-
ative media, praised the leadership
qualities of KTR and lauded him as
a young leader.
After, playing a key role in 2006

by polls, KTR was made in-charge
of Mahbubnagar constituency and
was tasked with strengthening party
and the movement. In the times
when it was said that the movement
for separate statehood was not
strong in southern Telangana and
there was no takers for TRS, there,
KTR proved the skeptics wrong by

organizing a massive public meet-
ing which was attended by more
than one lakh people.
He was given many responsibil-

ities and proved worthy of crucial
work every time. The very fact that
the party, which at a point of time
had no candidates to field, clinched
99 seats in GHMC elections,
recently, stands a testimony for
KTR’s leadership abilities.
In his role as the Minister for

Municipal Administration, KTR has
started many welfare programmes.
Not only he did waive house tax for
poor but also vowed to provide
water connection to every house.
His leadership and management
qualities came to the fore, in his
role as IT Minister. He made
Hyderabad the hub for start-ups and
has become one of the renowned IT
Ministers. T-hub the incubation
centre for start-ups was his brain
child. This has made many compa-
nies to start their operations in
Hyderabad. The very fact that the
IT sector earned revenues of Rs
75,000 crore is a hall mark for his

leadership and it is widely publi-
cized by state and national media.
KTR’s maturity as a politician

came to the fore, when he dispelled
the fears of the settlers by stating
that he was also a settler, as he
came from US. KTR not only made
his IT ministry a paperless office
but also impressed on his col-
leagues in the Cabinet to do so. He
is loved in the party for his quick
repartee and dreaded by the opposi-
tion for his scathing counter attacks. 
KTR has become a source of

inspiration to people born after 70s.
One, who is keen to enter into poli-
tics from management background
or the even those who want to fol-
low the footsteps of their parents in
politics have a lot to learn and emu-
late KTR on how to, build the party,
developed cadre, be available to
people and eventually  grow as a
leader in true sense.

The writer is former member
state BC commission, TV personali-

ty. He recently joined TRS party.
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His killing lead to death of
another forty six Kashmeeris.

Twenty one year-old tech-savvy
face of home-grown terrorism in
Kashmir Burhan Muzaffar Wani
death in encounter with police lead
to wide spread protests and clashes.
The educated youth from a well to
do family in the valley who circu-
lated videos on social media and
drew educated young men and
even toppers into joining his ranks
was killed at Bumdora in Anantnag
district in second week of July.
Wani who was acting as Hizbul
Mujahideen (HM) commander was
gunned down in a firefight that was
triggered after the Rashtriya Rifles
and Jammu & Kashmir police
launched a joint operation follow-
ing a specific input.
Wani was killed soon after he

tweeted his support for televange-
list Zakir Naik, whom the Dhaka
attack terrorists deemed an “inspi-
ration”. 
Wani ran a Twitter account sur-

reptitiously which was under the
constant watch of the intelligence
agencies.Wani created Twitter han-
dle @Gazi_Burhan2 in October
2012. He had 358 followers and he
followed 119 people with Naik
being the latest among them. Wani
belonged to a wealthy family in
south Kashmir's Tral and represent-
ed the changing profile of home-
grown terrorists, who are young,
educated and locally-trained.
Wani’s death has caused trouble

in Kashmir Valley. Wide spread
protests saw thousands of youth
including women came out to
streets and clashed with police.
This normal life was totally stalled.
These protests over the killing of

Hizbul poster boy Burhan Wani has
lead to death of 46 people in next
two weeks.  
Home Minister Rajnath Singh

visited the state July third week and
has talks with state chief minister
Mahabooba Mufti.  Earlier he was
personally monitoring the situation
in the Valley and has directed offi-
cials to ensure that paramilitary
forces in Kashmir provide all assis-
tance to the state government for
restoration of peace and normalcy
in the Valley. 
Hundreds of Amaranth pilgrims

were stranded here as Srinagar-
Jammu national highway remained
out of bounds in the wake of vio-
lence in the Valley. The Srinagar-
Jammu national highway is closed
for traffic as it passes through south
Kashmir which has seen the maxi-
mum violence following the killing
of Wani and his two associates.

Kashmir Back
to square one?
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Sudarshan (51- name and
profession changed)
senior manager in an
Indian MNC’s state
branch. Suddenly he

was asked leave. The reason for
his unceremonious exit: Watching
pornography sitting in his office
cabin during office hours. Ramana
Kumar (27-name changed) with a
leading newspaper as sub editor.
Admitted into hospital with nerv-

ous breakdown.  What lead to this?
Always preferred night shifts and
staying at office was watching xxx
video content till he left to house
in the morning. Hemanth (19-
name changed) was bubbling stu-
dent at one of leading private

PORNO LEADS TO AVERSION

Now no
morals

preaching

many sex related topics, such as pornography, are once
considered taboo in traditional indian households. this trend
seems to be rapidly changing, especially in urbanized cities
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Watching pornography may shrink the brain and lead to dull
responses to sexual stimulation. Scientists have found for the

first time that regularly viewing sexual images could be physically
harmful. Researchers from the Max Planck Institute in Berlin found
that a part of the brain which activates when people feel motivated
or rewarded shrinks and works less efficiently. So people who watch
a lot of porn are likely to need increasingly graphic material to
achieve the same sexual stimulation. 
For the study, Dr Kuhn and her colleague Jurgen Gallinat from

Charite University, also in Berlin, recruited 64 healthy men between
the ages of 21 and 45 years and asked them questions about their
porn-watching habits. They also took images of the men’s brains to
measure volume and to see how their brains reacted to pornographic
pictures. They found noticeable differences in the men who abstained
compared with those who regularly accessed sexual videos or images.
The scientists also believe that people who already have a smaller

‘striatum’ - the reward part of the brain - may be more likely to use
pornography. “It's not clear, for example, whether watching porn
leads to brain changes or whether people born with certain brain types
watch more porn,” said Dr Simone Kühn. Researchers have found
that the volume of the so-called striatum, a brain region that has been
associated with reward processing and motivated behaviour was
smaller the more pornography consumption the participants reported.
Moreover they have found that another brain region, that is also part
of the striatum that is active when people see sexual stimuli, shows
less activation the more pornography participants consumed.
However other researchers claimed that pornography in modera-

tion was probably not damaging. Everything is going to be bad in
excess and it’s probably not terrible in moderation according to them.
Dr Gregory Tau of the Columbia University who was not involved
with the study, said “It is possible that there are individuals with a
certain kind of brain that are more susceptible to these kinds of
behaviours.” 

engineering college. Buying a
smart phone during last Diwali
time has changed the scene. First
time in his life he failed in exams.
Now have accumulated backlogs.
Reason: spending most of the
leisure in his study room watching
porno websites. These are not iso-
lated cases. Watching porn, prefer-
ably alone is a rising trend among
Indian men. The arrival of smart
phones is changing the country's
porn landscape further.  Fuelled by
the Internet and facilitated by high-

PORNO LEADS TO AVERSION

Now no
morals

preaching

Watching porno
damages men's brains
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speed data service, pornography,
born in dozens of studio around
the world, has entered teenagers'
mobile phones. These compulsive
porn watchers often becoming dys-
functional. They stay up late for
online porn to get active on instant
messengers, webcams, demand
more private time, neglect family,
work and normal sexual activity.
Many sex related topics, such

as pornography, are once consid-
ered taboo in traditional Indian
households. This trend seems to be
rapidly changing, especially in
urbanized cities. Researchers have
found that the primary sex educa-
tion of youth born in the 1990s
onwards in India comes from
pornography and conversations
amongst their peers, which has
been known to cause long term
sexual anxiety and frustration in
other cultures where youth learn
sexual attitudes from pornography.

However, due to the internet and
increased access for the common
citizen, pornography has slowly
entered the public discourse, most
notably with the outrage towards a
2015 government order to censor
857 websites that contained explic-
it materials. But are effects of
these changed attitudes, choices?

Looking at experience of

other nations and research what we
can expect?
What has gone up out of roof

top has started coming down.
There is worldwide aversion
developing towards Pornography.
Its ability to compromise or even
ruin our real-world sex lives lead-
ing to a grassroots kickback
against XXX material.  Two bod-
ies of work in the past couple of
months seem to suggest that is
happening.
The first is a study of done on

by the University of Kent on
British women aged 17-69. The
second anti-porn pointer is Time
magazine’s recent cover story
‘Porn and the Threat to Virility:
Why young men who grew up
with internet porn are becoming
advocates for turning it off’. The
study of University of Kent
showed that participants' desire for
“sexual perfectionism” - drip-fed
through exposure to online
pornography - is stressing out both
them and their male sexual part-
ners. When asked a
series of ques-
tions about

Lisa Anna 

Priya Rai
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Many of us know at least one person who watches porn `reli-
giously'.  Here is surprise. A new study has found that watch-

ing pornography more than once a week can cause people to hold
stronger religious beliefs than those who only occasionally watch x-
rated videos. And researchers say that this could be down to people
compensating for guilty feelings with prayer.
Analysing  data collected from more than 1,300 Americans over

a six-year period to find out how watching pornography affects reli-
gious belief over time revealed interesting facts. “Those who used
pornography at the highest frequencies seemed to be more religious
in terms of prayer frequency and worship attendance than those who
used pornography at more moderate levels,“  said Samuel Perry who
has conducted this study.   Specifically ,the study brought out  those
who viewed pornography weekly or more in 2006 reported praying
more often and attending worship services more often by 2012 com-
pared to those who viewed pornography monthly or less earlier on.
This result was predicted by Perry , who said, “For religious

Americans, pornography use is at odds with their view of sexual
morality . This is a huge moral problem for these folks, especially
when they're using it rather consistently.“ However, among people
who indulge in “higher levels of pornography viewing“ -defined as
once a week or more -Perry found an increase in spirituality and
fewer religious doubts than in moderate viewers. And in general,
viewing pornography up to a few times a month made people less
religious over time, causing a reduction in how often people prayed
or attended a religious institution.
This surprising result came amid other findings which fit more

readily with traditional ideas of religious aversions to pornography
.The paper, published in the Journal of Sex Research, found that peo-
ple who never watched porn were the most pious and had the fewest
doubts about their faith. -The News Network

their expectations of sex, the more
women expected to give and
receive perfection, the less they
enjoyed real sex.
According to the study, porn-

induced performance anxiety is
effecting women’s chances of cli-
max, and even stopping some men
from rising to the occasion.
Incidentally, those women who
most expect perfection were also
the most likely to be single. In
addition, sexual perfectionism is
most prevalent in the young. As
we get older, both men and women
worry less about pleasing others,
and instead concentrate on their
own enjoyment. Some young men
find that an addiction to porn
results in poor performance when
faced with real-life sex 
Interviewing porn users from

NoFab.com, an online resource to
help porn-dependent men quit –
the report features young men who
suffer from porn-induced erectile
dysfunction (PIED) when faced
with a real-life sex partner. These
young men, reared on porn to the
point of addiction, are now forging
a fight back. While those men who
are at the extreme end of porn
usage, their cautionary tales are
useful: being a sexual flop is most
teenagers’ worst nightmare.
This message - that porn isn’t

enhancing real sex, but scuppering
it – is much more likely to resonate
with teenagers than the fire and
brimstone approach of the anti-
pornography feminists, internet
censors or the Church or the reli-
gious institutions. Especially as
youngsters intrinsically want to do
things that they aren’t supposed to.
Tell these young people they’ll go
to hell, or jail and they'll mostly
laugh at us. But if we tell them
they might not be able to please
their sexual partners, and they may
just listen. Most young adults

WatChing pornography
you may turn more reLigiouS 
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enjoy sex and want to be good at
it.
Many women are angry that

they have performed and look like
porn stars. Many young men feel
they don’t measure up, too, and
they are horrified by the idea that
if they watch porn they might
become sexual aggressors, when
the overriding majority have never
harboured a single violent senti-
ment towards women. So many
women tell psychotherapists and
researchers  “I think he wants porn
sex, which I don’t particularly
enjoy, but I go along with it, only
to find out he’s not really enjoying
it either. Porn sex is exhausting,
takes ages, it feels scripted and
won’t help enjoy anyway. What’s
the bloody point?”
And here's the crux: the Great

Porn Panic is ending not in confu-
sion, but boredom. After three or

four years of watching porn, it
seems dull, predictable, formulaic,
heavily scripted. Most modern
porn has the creative originality of
a idly with sambar.In fact, it’s this
– and not a guilty conscience – that
keeps pornographers awake at
night For the huge majority of men
who don’t want their online porn
lives to lead to paid-for sex
encounters – webcams, hook-ups.
In India, watching or possess-

ing pornographic materials is legal.
However, the production, publica-
tion or distribution of such materi-
als is illegal. Pornography is
available in print magazines, but is
mainly consumed using the inter-
net. This consumption is increas-
ing with the increased prevalence
of smart phones and the internet.
Despite the increased access, pub-
lic discourse and attitudes on
pornography remain muted and a

taboo in many parts of India.
Important people in law, media,

and spirituality have argued that
censoring pornography would
decrease the rape culture in the
country. There has not been a link
between pornography being a sig-
nificant factor in the rate of crime
and violence in India.  Our minis-
ters quit after caught watching
porn in august house of democra-
cy. The link between pornography
and sexual violence has not been
observed in other countries. Inspire
of this central government has tries
its hand banning pornographic
websites last year. But have to go
back eventually. Now Sites that
promote child porn are only illegal
in the country. India has the sec-
ond-largest number of internet
users in the world after China. The
country is expected to have more
than 500 million internet users by
2017, compared with approximate-
ly 350 million now. This gives a
reason for government and
activists opposing pornography to
spread awareness about its ill
effects rather than preaching
morality. 

Sunny Leone
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Our country is rated at fifth-position in the list of
countries having most prolific consumers of inter-

net pornography. Surprisingly, in a country where
Smartphone penetration (population) is mere 10per-
cent, nearly 50 percent of porn content consumers in
India use their smart phones to access online porno-
graphic.
This became evident by findings from the data

released by the world’s largest adult website Porn Hub.
While, there are possibilities that statistics may not be
portraying a precise picture of adult content consump-
tion in India due to the fact that
such findings are completely
based on a single website data,
but it largely indicate the trends
and consumption of adult con-
tent in India.
The data also highlights the

low tablet adoption in India as
only 2.6 percent of porn con-
tent consumer accesses it via
tablet devices – a much lower
than global average of 11%.
While Smartphone users have
emerged as the biggest consumer of porn content, 47.5
percent of porn users make use of Desktop too.
Adult content is undoubtedly is the most selling

content on web. This could be proved by the fact that
Sex.com is among the one of the most expensive
domains all the time. The domain name was sold for
$3 million in June this year. Similarly, fantasy of
Indian people towards adult content could be well-
analysed with the fact that they view 7.32 pages on
each visit to porn sites. This is almost 3X higher than
global average page views per visit count.
Among the cities, surprisingly, Mizoram tops the

chart with 8.47 page views per visit, beating Delhi,
Maharashtra, West Bengal and Karnataka states having
top cities of India by the number of maximum Internet
users. Delhi follows Mizoram though, Meghalaya wins
third place, depicting a fact that northeast Internet users
are the greatest consumer of online porn content.
The retired Canadian born India-origin porn star

Sunny Leone is still hot favourite of all porn content
consumers in India. Despite her retirement from porn
industry in 2013, the lady still beats all her competitor
on Internet. She is followed by Lisa Anna and Priya
Rai.
But, above all of it, there is something more inter-

esting is the consumption of porn/adult content in India
is seasonal. Unlike any other country in world, fasci-
nation towards porn content reportedly plunges during
festival season. Probably because of sacred days or
people find no spare time to spend on internet. During

Diwali, traffic to the porn
website dives down by 35.86
percent, while in Dussehra
and New Year its die down
by 30%. On Republic Day
and Independence Day peo-
ple find themselves blessed
with extra relaxation time,
consequently traffic to the
porn site jumps up by 2.6
percent and 5.8 percent
respectively.
Likewise, Saturday is

found to be the most relaxing day when consumption
of porn site content remains greatest. However, in the
United States, the United Kingdom, Brazil and
Germany Monday happens to be the most popular day.
In India, Sunday remains the leanest day from the
prospective of consumption of porn content.
You may be blaming or appraising Indian men for

such an ‘outstanding performance‘in online porn
industry at global level, women also have scored well.
Nearly one-fourth of the site users coming from India
are female, beating the world’s average of 23 percent.
But that’s not the only surprising element. 
This makes India as the fifth largest consumer of

porn content in the world, the United States leading the
list with 40 percent of total traffic. And, while the
above statistics may leave you stun, no wonder central
government imposed a complete ban but have to
retreat at the end. 

-The News Network

india access porno from
Smart phones
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Exposed - the unholy alliance of
political parties and the list of

contractors in GHMC spare parts
scam. The News , which has earlier
(in June 2016 issue) removed the
lid of the box corruption worms and
brought out the list of officials
involved in this scam has now
focused light on the spare parts con-
tractors whose names officials and
their political bosses have been try-
ing hide with all their might.
Among these contractors while
some are benamis of GHMC union
leaders and officials, some more are
trusted lieutenant two political party
leaders. Your magazine could not
only  get the list but their PAN card
numbers so that their illegal finan-
cial activities can also be traced to
some extent and if government
want to save GHMC from stinking
with  Corruption.  When you go
through the names of these 122
spare parts supply contractors and
know their antecedents you will
understand why these names for
kept secret and GHMC (Grater
Hyderabad Municipal Corporation),
officials refuse to part with even on
RTI application. 
For those readers who are late

on this sensational scandal here is
brief recap:

The GHMC has more than
1,000 vehicles including three and
four wheelers to load and unload
the garbage on priority basis to
maintain the public health. All the
vehicles will report for repairs
required to vehicle repair centers A
scandal of over Rs 100 crore
siphoning off in GHMC’s garbage
vehicles vehicle repair centers –
Malakpet, Khairatabad and
Kavadiguda, which function under
the control of the Chief Transport
Officer came to light in the year
2010. This happened wherein cor-
rupt officials of the garbage vehicle
wing of the and the spare parts sup-

pliers to GHMC have colluded.
Following news reports and direc-
tions from the Lokayukta, the gov-
ernment had to order an inquiry by
the Vigilance and Enforcement
Department into the scandal. The
Vigilance and Enforcement
Department submitted its report in
September 2011. Earlier the report
did not find anyone guilty for the
huge scandal. Instead, it merely
made certain recommendations to
ensure transparency and prevent
corruption in future. Aggrieved
with this, different persons
approached Lokayukta seeking
punishment for the guilty. Even as

Brothers of  greater hyd. 
Pink & green shades
in gHmc scam 

SainathN. RamuN. Yohan RaoAbhilash RangaT. Naresh Goud
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Sl FIRMS NAMES REGISTRATION PORSON NAME

1 A TO Z AUTOMOBILES SYED AIJAZ

2 A.R. AUTOMOBILES & BATTERIES MOHD ABDUL KAREEM

3 A-1 AUTOMOBILES SYED NOOR

4 ABASER & COMPANY SHAIK MOHAMMED ZAKIR HUSSAIN

5 AFZUL MOTOR STORES AFZAL MOTOR STORE

6 AKHIL AUTOMOBILES AKHIL AUTOMOBILES

7 AKSHAYA ENTERPRISES CHILUKURI SARITHA

8 AMRUTHA ENGG WORKS TULUPUNOORI NARESH GOUD

9 ANJANI ENTERPRISES VENNAPUSA MALLIKARJUNA REDDY

10 ANNAMAYYA ENTERPRISES GODDUMURI RANGANAYAKULU

11 ARUN ENGG & MECHANICAL WORKS GANATRA RAMESH NAROTTAM DAS

12 ARUN MOTORS GANATRA ASHWIN NAROTTAM DAS

13 AYYAPA MOTORS ABHILASH RANGA

14 B. R. ENTERPRISES MEREDDY JANARDHAN REDDY

15 B.V.R ENTERPRISES B V R ENTERPRISES

16 BALA BALAJI AGENCIES KAKKAD ASHISH MOHAN LAL

17 BALA BALAJI MECHANICAL WORKS BALA BALAJI AGENCIES

18 BALAJI REXINE GODDS & MECHANICAL WORKS KUSUM DEVI

19 BHAVANA AUTOMOBILES TOTA SANTOSH

20 BHAVANI MOTORS TULUPUNOORI KIRAN GOUD

21 C.S. MOTORS CHILKURI RAVIKANTH REDDY

22 CLASSIC AUTOMOBILES (0724) VASAGONI MANJULA

23 DECCAN ENTERPRISES AUTO MOBILES & SPARE BARKATH MIR ALI

24 DECENT AUTO WORKS NITIN KUMAR JAIN

25 DELMOON AUTO ELECTICAL & ELECRONIC WORKS WRONG PAN NO.

26 FEASIBLE ENTERPRISES ABDUL NADEEM

27 FOUR WHEEL MOTORS MOHAMMED MOUZAM

28 FRIENDSAUTOMOBILES SYED RIYAZ

29 G.S.R. MTORS MODDAM SAINATH

30 G.V. AUTOMOBILES VALDAS SHIVA RAM GOUD

31 GAUTAM AGENCIES GAUTAM JAIN

32 GAYATRI ENGG WORKS HEMALATHA AGARWAL

33 GOPINATH AUTOMOBILES BANDA SRIDHAR

34 GOUTHAM ENGG & MOTOR WORKS AINALA PADMA REDDY

35 H.N.R. ENTERPRISES SYED AIJAZ ISMAIL 

36 H.R. MOTORS MOHAMMED RAHEEM

37 HANSA COMBINES GANDE SHOBHA RANI

38 J.S. AUTOMOBILES & ELECTICALS1 MOHD ABDUL RASHEED

39 JAGADAMBA MOTORS JAGADAMBA MOTORS

40 JANTA AUTOMOBILES KRISHNA MURARI AGARWAL

41 K.F. AUTOMOBILES MOHAMMED AYUB KHAN

G.H.M.C SPEAR PARTS CONTRACT FIRMS & NAMESthe Lokayukta is proceeding with
the trial, crucial files related to the
scandal disappeared from the
GHMC office. According to reli-
able sources the amount siphoned
off in last five half years during
2010-16 is Rs. 550 crore plus.
Pertaining to Rs. 100 crore siphon-
ing the vigilance and enforcement’s
further enquiry has confirmed
twenty three officials were identi-
fied (see The News June 2016).
This list includes staff at almost all
levels of the concerned wing of
GHMC. From foreman, AE to DEE
found working in close coordina-
tion with spare parts supplying con-
tractors and closed all doors which
can lead to transparency. This has
lead to corruption at unprecedented
level. Event than no action has been
taken on scamming contractors.
Why?  When The New ventured to
find answer to this question star-
tling facts came to light. The behind
the stage shaking hands of the lead-
ers belonging to ruling and main
opposition parties in GHMC coun-
cil and dual roles being played by
union leaders of GHMC revealed.
There are hundred and twenty two
firms registered with GHMC for
supplying vehicle spare parts. But
when it comes to number of owners
(contractors) of these firms is less
because many contractors have reg-
istered more than one firm, half a
dozen plus in some cases on their
and family members names. There
are at least ten such cases :
Tulupunoori  family has  6 firms,
Maroji family 5, Sunnam family 4
firms, Chilukuri -Ganatra -
Mereddy -Vasagoni - Sunkari –
Thota- Krishna Yadav  families 2
each. 
Along with these dynasties

number of benami firms of union
leaders and corporators are also in
the list. According to reliable
sources  K.Amaresh President and
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G. Mallikharjun working President
of Telangana Employees Union , an
affiliated to TRS parties wing
TRSKV and Recognized union ,
also an affiliate of TRSKV
President Udari Gopal  have num-
ber of Spare parts supplying  firms
on benamis.   Mallikarjun, who is
an Assistant Engineer, is already in
spare parts scam case.  Amaresh,
who was with BMS, has allegedly
shifted loyalties to TRS short time
back ‘to be on safe side.’ Udari
Gopal told to be close to a ‘young
and powerful’ state leader in TRS
party and care a dam for rules of
GHMC.  There number of com-
plaints pending with ACB on both
these union leaders. Though union
leaders running spare parts firms

with benamis apart from them those
firms are found in scam no action
was taken so far.  “Dare govern-
ment take action union leaders
clearly found guilty. They can get
garbage removing work stalled
immediately and make capital city
stinking in no time.” Says an insid-
er who is closely following their
activities. No wonder, looking at
these leaders proximity with TRS
and power they show there 4 unions
in GHMC are claiming affiliation to
TRSKV. This registering dozens of
firms for spare parts contracts was
done with two end goals. One -
chances of winning contract will
improve greater extent by submit-
ting dozens of tenders by single
family, benami of a union leader

and corporator. Second – if for
some unexpected reasons one spare
parts contracting firm get caught
doing mischief other can still sur-
vive and serve interest of family or
behind the stage real owner the
firm. 
According insiders in GHMC

sources many of the corportors
involved in spare parts supply con-
tracts, with firms on benamis.
Especially those belonging to ruling
party in GHMC council -TRS and
main opposition MIM are said to be
very active in the business. Few
like Puranapool (52) corporator
Sunnam Rajmoha of MIM are
open.  His family four firms
(Sunnam Indra Mohan, Sunnam
Devi Mohan, Sunnam Chandra

UDHARI GOPAL
GHMEU President

K. AMARESWAR
GHMC Telangana Employees

Union President

G. MALLIKARJUN
GHMC Telangana Employees

Union Working President

TULUPUNOORI KRISHNA GOUD
Amberpet Constituency
Media cell Incharge

TULUPUNOORI KIRAN GOUD
Amberpet Constituency

Leader

Krishna Goud House Gopal House Amareswar House
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Sl FIRMS NAMES REGISTRATION PORSON NAME

42 KANNAIAH AUTOMOBILES NAGESH

43 KANNU DESIEL  KANNU DIESEL SERVICES

44 KRISHNA AUTO THARAD RAMESH KUMAR

45 L.N. MOTORS TULUPUNOORI LAXMINARAYANA GOUD

46 LAHARI AUTOMOBILES MEREDDY PAVANI

47 M.B. AUTOMOBILES MORAY BHIM RAO

48 M.M. MOTORS MOHD MUJEEBUR REHMAN

49 M/S MAA AUTOMOBILES NOT AVAILABLE

50 MALLIKARJUNA AUTOMOBILE ANURADHA YADAV

51 MARUTHI AUTOMOBILES MAROJI NAGARAJ CHARY

52 MATEEN ENGG WORKS MOHAMMED ABDUL MATEEN MOHIUDIN

53 MEENAKSHI AUTOMOBILES MYARABOENA SWAROOPA

54 N.V. ENTERPRISES SHILAJA SHILAR

55 NAGALAXMI ENGINEERING WORKS MAROJI KUSHALAIAH

56 NATIONAL AUTOMOBILES MOHD FAYAZ UDDIN KHAN

57 P.R. MOTORS MOHD ALI RASHID

58 PERFECT TRADING COMPANY PERFECT TRADING COMPANY

59 POPULAR AUTOMOBILES VARSHA JAIN

60 R.F. ENTERPRISES AUTOMOBILE & SPARE ABDUL LATEEF

61 R.K. TYRES MOHD RIYAZUDDIN KHAN SIDDIQU

62 R.R. AUTOMOBILES SHAIK WAHED ALI

63 RAHUL ENTERPRISES SRIHARI   VISLAVATH

64 RAJENDER & brothers RAJENDER SHAILAR

65 RAMESH TRADE & FINANCE CORPORATION RAMESH TRADE AND FINANCE CORPORATION

66 RAVI SHANKAR ENTERPRISES KATTELA SHAILAJA 

67 RELIABLE ENTERPRISES FAYAZ SYED

68 RIYA AUTOMOBILES NEERAJ JAIN

69 ROYAL MOTORS MOHD RAZA URREHMAN

70 RUBY MOTORS MOHD MUJEEBUR REHMAN

71 RUDRA AUTOMOBILES NALLELLA KISHORE KUMAR

72 S.B. MOTORS PANDIRIPALLY SANTOSH KUMAR

73 S.G. ENTERPRISES KARNATI SEKHAR REDDY

74 S.K. AUTOMOBILES SYED KHALEEL IBRAHIM

75 S.K.MOTORS VEERA SHIVA KUMAR

76 S.M. AUTOMOBILES MOHAMMED AJMEER

77 SAFARAZ automobiles WRONG PAN NO.

78 SAI DURGA AUTOMOBILES NIMMAKAYALA RAMU

79 SAI SUDHA ENGG WORKS MAROJI BIKSHAPATHY

80 SAINATH ENGG works SAINATH ENGINEERING WORKS

81 SAINATH ENTERPRISES KOTIKALAPUDI RADHAKRISHNA

82 Sairam AUTOMOBILES ANJAIAH BASTHAPURAM

Mohan, Sunnam Srikanth). This
corporator is also running canteen
in GHMC main office. When both
ruling and main opposition party
leaders are comrades of contracts
no stop for whatever they do and
decide. “ Many of us in GHMC
know the leaders of political parties
partnering siphoning of public
money, families monopolizing
spare parts supply contracts and
leaders – contractors – official
nexus. Only government is unaware
or acting so.” Said an insider. 
The startling fact of bogus firm

in spare parts supplying firms first
came to light in 2015 when a social
activist and president of Jana
Sankshema Sangham, K
Venkatanarayana sought some doc-
uments related to Bhavani Motors,
Venkatekshwara Auto Services,
Vijaya Durga Automobiles and Sri
Laxmi Sai Automobiles as bills
worth crores of rupees were
released in the names of these deal-
ers. The four firms were registered
on fictitious addresses and found to
be non-existent. While a bank ATM
center exists at the registered
address of Bhavani Motors, a resi-
dential house address was given for
Venkateswara Auto Service. He
requested the GHMC officials
through an RTI application to pro-
vide me the copies of licenses and

SUNNAM RAJ MOHAN
Puranapul Division Corporator (MIM)
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83 SANGHI ENTERPRISES NOT AVAILABLE

84 SARASWATHI AUTOMOBILES TULUPUNOORI NARESH GOUD

85 SAHIK BHIKKAN & Sons YOUNUS SHAIK

86 SIDDI VINAYAKA ENTERPRISES VENNAPUSA VIJAYA LAXMI

87 SIRI ENTERPRISES SUNKARI GANESH

88 SRAVAN ENGG WORKS SRAVAN ENGINEERING WORKS

89 SREE RAMA LAXMI ENGG WORKS MAROJI NARSIMHA CHARY

90 SREE VENKATESWARA AUTOMOBILES SANAKA VENKATESWARA RAO

91 SREEJA ENTERPRISES WRONG PAN NO.

92 SRI GANESH AUTO WORKS & SPARES AMBALA NARENDER GOUD

93 SRI GANESH AUTOMOBILES SUNNAM SRIKANTH

94 M/S SRI GANESH DURGA AUTOMOBILES NOT AVAILABLE

95 SRI JAGADAMBHA AUTOMOBILES SUNNAM CHANDRA MOHAN

96 SRI KAUSHIK ENTERPRISES VINOD KUMAR SHARMA

97 SRI KEDHARI AUTOMOBILES BHUKALA SATYAMMA

98 SRI LAKSHMI SAI AUTOMOBILES NIMMAKAYALA YOHAN RAO

99 SRI LALITHA PARAMESWARI AUTOMOBILES MAHESH THOTA

100 SRI RAGHAVENDRA AUTOMOBILES PRAVEEN KUMAR PATEL

101 Sri Rama Enterprises SRI RAMA ENTERPRISES

102 SRI SADGURU GANESH AUTOMONILES BHOOPATI NARSINGRAO

103 SRI SAI AUTOMOBILES KRISHNA YADAV

104 SRI SAI DURGA AUTOMOBILES SUNNAM   DEVI MOHAN

105 SRI TULJA BHAVANI AUTOMOBILES WRONG PAN NO.

106 SRI VENKATA SAI AUTOMOBILES SUNKARI SUDARSHAN RAJU

107 SRINIVASA GEN RIG SPARES YELESWARAPU VISWESWARUDU

108 M/S SRINIVASA ENTERPRISES SRINIVASA ENTERPRISES

109 Tirumala Enterprises TIRUMALA ENTERPRISES

110 UNIVERSAL MOTORS UNIVERSAL MOTORS

111 V.N.G. ENTERPRISES UDHARI NAGARAJ

112 V.R. AUTOMOBILES KONABHAEE RAVINDARREDDY

113 VAISHNAVI AUTOMOBILES SIRI GIRI RAMESH

114 VARSHA ENTERPRISES MAROJI CHANDRAKALA

115 VASAVI & COMPANY WRONG PAN NO.

116 VENKATESHWARA AUTO SERVICES TULUPUNOORI KRISHNA GOUD

117 VICTORIA MOTORS MOHAMMED ABDUL MUBEEN

118 VIJAYA DURGA AUTOMOBILES NIMMAKAYALA SUBBARAO

119 Vijaya Laxmi Motors VASAGONI SRINIVAS GOUD

120 VINAYAKA AUTOMOBILES SUNNAM INDRA MOHAN

212 Z.M. AUTOMOBILES NOT AVAILABLE

122 Z.R. AUTOMOBILES MOHAMMED JAVEED

other details of the spare parts sup-
plying contractors list. However,
they refused. This year July first
week he has brought this to the
notice of Telangana State informa-
tion commissioner, M.Ratan too.
.“Even today the GHMC officials
refuse spare the list of contractors
firm and names. Officials could not
be given the case is before
Lokayuktha.” Said the social
activist.
After many efforts to bring facts

about this scam Venkatanaryana
finally approached Lokayukta in
last year May. He brought to the
notice of Lokayukta about officials
releasing Rs 100 crore to fictitious
dealers with false addresses and
raised fake and fabricated bills.
Meanwhile some more petitions
were also filed by others before
Lokaayukta on GHMC funds mis-
use including this scam. Case at
Lokayukta  is coming for next hear-
ing on 14, September. As activist,
Venkatanarayana who spent consid-
erable time and efforts to bring facts
out so that culprits in GHMC spare
parts scam so they can be brought
be for law asked “When govern-
ment has taken at least a token
action on officials in the scam why
it is sparing contractors?” This
same question haunting the minds
of many, who know about this
scam. 

K. VENKATA NARAYANA
Social Activist
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Is top tennis player Sania Mirza still brand ambas-sador of Telangana state? This is the doubt in the
minds of people in the state. Many reports in

news paper of the state also raised this question.
There are enough reasons for these doubts and ques-
tions comeing up now.  Exactly two years ago, in July
month the Telangana state government choosen Sania
Mirza as its brand ambassador. She was also handed
over a cheque for Rs one crore. Another Rs one crore
was also given to ace tennis player for her sterling
performance in the 2014 US Open by the Sports
Authority of Telangana. When she was appointed, the
government claimed the 'Brand Ambassador' of
Telangana will promote the new 'state's interests' in
India and abroad.
Two years down the line, the tennis star has been

conspicuously missing from all the flagship pro-
grammes and  other major schemes even when she
was in the city. Even if the brand ambassador was
busy with international tennis tournaments, the state
government could have utilise her services for promo-
tional activities related to tourism, culture. Recently
during second formation day of the Telangana state,
this June, the TRS government spent crores of rupees
for various publicity activities that continued for near-
ly one month. But Sania did not take part in any of
the activities or governmental publicity campaigns.
Even in the ongoing Telangana Haritha Haram, which
has seen many celebrities including film stars such as
Chiranjeevi, Nagarjuna, Allu Arjun, Rana and
Srikanth participate, the state's brand ambassador was
conspicuous by her absence till last week of July. The
tennis player had, however, participated in the
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, a government of India ini-
tiative, after she was nominated by industrialist Anil
Ambani in October 2014. But she did not take part in
the Swachh Hyderabad campaign taken up by the
Telangana government in May 2015 that lasted a cou-
ple of weeks.

Some officials in the TS government believe that
the tennis star could have been a good spokesperson
for the SHE teams introduced by both Hyderabad and

Cyberabad police for
women's protection in
the state cpaital city.
She either busy with
her sport, she was
seen pro-
moting

her auto-
biography
`Ace Against
Odds', both in
Hyderabad
and

Mumbai.According
reports in newspapers
there is no agreement or
a memorandum of
understanding (MoU)
with Sania Mirza on
the role, duties or pay-
ments as brand ambas-
sador. Though TS
Information and Public
Relations (I&PR)
department wanted her to
take part in the govern-
ment flagship pro-
grammes, she or her
family members are gen-
erally not accessible to
government officers even
if she is in the
city.Sometimes they just
have to drop the invites at
her house. When inquired
about her taking part in
Haritha Haram too, but
her family informed officers that she was “busy with
other work.”  While state like Gujarat has used film
star Amitabh Bachchan to promote tourism in the
state, why similar thing has not been done in
Telangana by the state government? Is question worth
a minmum of Rs. One crore. 

officially absent tS ambassador

Sania ‘missing in action’
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All India Majlis-e-Ittehad-ul
Muslimeen (AIMIM) presi-

dent Asaduddin Owaisi is again in
controversy. His announcing that
his party would provide legal aid
to the five youth arrested by the
NIA for allegedly planning terror
strikes in the Hyderabad city
attracted severe criticism. Though
he made it clear afterwards that the
party doesn’t support terrorism is
was dubbed as ‘Drama’ by BJP. A
practicing lawyer has filed case in
high court opposing this help to
people involved anti national activ-
ities.

While addressing a gathering
at the historic Mecca Masjid on the
occasion of ‘Jumatul Vida’ or the
last Friday of Ramadan, Asad said
the family members of the youth
arrested had met him and claimed
that the youth were innocent. “If

they are innocent, we will fight.
We will not keep quiet,” he
Hyderabad MP said. He has urged
a lawyer to provide legal help to
the accused. Seeking justice for the
youths arrested in the Malegaon
and Mecca Masjid blast cases,
Owaisi said, “I would fight for jus-
tice to people who have not been
given just treatment by our judici-
ary.”
Asad urged Muslim parents to

teach their children the true form

of non-violent and tolerant Islam
so they don’t have to learn the
form of violent Islam available on
Internet. The MIM chief exuded
confidence that the Islamic State
would be defeated soon and that
any elements wanting to harm the
country would be dealt a body
blow. “Insha Allah! Islamic State
would be defeated soon,” he said
drawing huge applause from the
namazis.
BJP dubbed MIM chief
Asaduddin Owaisi's offer of pro-
viding legal aid to five
Islamic State suspects
arrested in Hyderabad as
"betrayal" of the country
and said the proposed
move will give "oxy-
gen" to terrorists.
Commenting on
Owaisi's offer, Union
Minister Mukhtar Abbas
Naqvi said the Hyderabad
MP is "directly or indirectly

helping the IS".BJP leader
Srikant Sharma said, "Helping
people involved in acts of terror-
ism is a betrayal of the country. On
the one hand, you condemn the IS
and, on the other, you support
those involved in such acts." He
said the agencies concerned should
decide on what all charges the
MIM leader could be booked for
after his offer of legal help to the
IS suspects, arrested from
Hyderabad. The BJP leader also
said that Owaisi's criticism of IS is
a "drama" as he does not believe in
what he says. 

owaisi is at his old game

legal aid offer to is suspects
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In 2011, Radhika Menon wasthe first woman to become
captain of Indian Merchant

Navy. In 2016 she has become the
first woman in the world to receive
the Award for Exceptional Bravery
at Sea from the International
Maritime Organization for saving
the lives of seven fishermen, who
had almost no hopes of survival.
Captain Radhika Menon will
become the first woman in the
world to receive the Award for
Exceptional Bravery at Sea from
the International Maritime
Organization (IMO). Master of the
oil products tanker Sampurna
Swarajya, she rescued the lives of
seven fishermen in the Bay of
Bengal last June. 
The fishermen from Kakinada

had set out in fishing boat
‘Durgamma’ on the night of June
16. While fishing in Kakinada
Basin, the wind velocity picked up

and the sea became very rough due
to a deep depression in the area.
They tried to speed toward shelter
but failed as the engine broke
down. The boat then drifted for
seven days. . It had drifted from
Kakinada in Andhra Pradesh to
Gopalpur in Odisha and the seven
fishermen onboard were surviving
on ice from the cold storage
because their food supplies had

been washed away.  The men on
board went without food and sur-
vived by licking the ice in the
compartment meant to preserve
fish. They had lost all hopes of res-
cue, before the merchant vessel
spotted them.  
The incident dates back to June

22 last year when Radhika
Menon's ship, the oil tanker
`Sampurna Swarajya', was on its
way to Visakhapatnam. Second
officer in the ship Manoj Chauhan
noticed the men on board a small
fishing boat about 2.5km away and
informed Radhika. She was at the
helm of the oil tanker Sampurna
Swarajya and spotted the vessel
2.5 km away. “Through wave
heights of more than 25 feet, winds
of more than 60 knots and heavy
rain, on 22 June, the second officer
on the Sampurna Swarajya spotted
the boat 2.5 kilometers away, off
the coast of Gopalpur, Odisha.
Captain Menon immediately
ordered a rescue operation, utiliz-

First woman to
get Bravery at

Sea award

RADHIKA MENON
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ing the pilot ladder and with life
jackets on standby. After three dif-
ficult attempts in the strong wind
and high waves, the seven fisher-
men, aged between 15 and 50
years, were brought to safety. They
were given first aid and allowed to
call home from the ship's phone.
The fishermen’s families had
believed that they were lost at sea
and were preparing for their last
rites when they received a call
about the rescue. “I am very grate-
ful to my officers and crew who
did a great job. This award will be
a constant reminder of the support
and appreciation that we have
received. I promise to continue the
seafaring tradition of helping oth-
ers,”  Menon said.
The IMO award for

Exceptional Bravery at Sea was
started in 2007. It is an annual
award given to persons who per-

form acts of exceptional bravery
and courage “in attempting to save
life at sea or in attempting to pre-
vent or mitigate damage to the
marine environment,” often risking
their own lives. IMO is the United
Nations specialized agency, which
is responsible for the safety of
shipping and the prevention of
marine pollution by ships. Captain
Radhika Menon was nominated by
the Government of India and the
IMO Council, meeting for its
116th session in London, shared
the decision that Captain Radhika
displayed great determination and
courage in leading the difficult res-
cue operation.
A resident Kodungallur in

Kerala, she became the first
woman to captain a ship of the
Indian Merchant Navy five years
ago. She did a one-and-a-half year
radio course at the All India

Marine College in Kochi before
she became a radio officer in
Shipping Corporation of India
(SCI), the first woman to do so in
India. Later on she ascended the
hierarchy by clearing exams for
the posts of second mate and chief
mate and did the sea time required
to appear for the master’s certifi-
cate in 2010. In 2011, Radhika
Menon had made history by
becoming the first woman to
become captain of Indian
Merchant Navy. In 2012, she took
charge of MT Suvarna Swarajya.
Award for Exceptional Bravery at
Sea: It is an annual Award estab-
lished by IMO. It seeks to provide
international recognition for those
who perform acts of exceptional
bravery at the risk of losing their
own life.  She and will receive the
award at a ceremony at IMO
Headquarters on November 21.
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Kerala government found a
new tax to which can get
support from health con-

scious individuals, some medical
professionals and squeeze out more
revenue for its coffers. In a bid to
crack down on junk food and
increase revenues state government
has for the first time imposed a
14.5 percent  “fat tax“ on burgers,
pizza, tacos, doughnuts, sandwich-
es and pasta sold at brand-
ed restaurants and food
retail giants. Presenting the
budget for 2016-17, Kerala
sate finance minister
Thomas Isaac said that the
key concern was to shore
up tax revenue but officials
said the levy was intro-
duced for health reasons as
well. Senior state official
are of the opinion that there
has been an alarming trend
in the growth of unhealthy eating
habits among Keralites. And they
hope the fat tax will be a deterrent.
The state government expects

additional revenue of Rs 10 crore
out of the tax. Kerala ranks third
after Punjab and Gujarat in terms
of obesity, according to health
experts. However, the total percent-
age of obese people is only 3-4 per-
cent of total population in the
Kerala state. The percentages of

obesity cases (people with 37.5
BMI) that require bariatric surgery
is even less, and most of the over-
weight population have BMI in the
range of 25-30, which does not
require treatment.
According to some medical

practitioners, taxing people may
not be an ideal way to change their
eating habits. Often junk food sold
by retail chains are consumed by
the affluent section. There's very
little chance that higher tax will

result in lower consumption of
unhealthy food they argue. Finance
and Taxation professionals are of
the opinion that, said imposing fat
tax can be perceived as a means of
additional revenue mobilization.
They say while its effect in the
health sector is undeniable, the
major aim would be to garner more
revenue by imposing tax on one of
the most highly consumed food
products in the state. Industry

chamber CII has urged the Kerala
government to review imposition
of 14.5 per cent tax on burgers and
pizzas as it would adversely affect
quick service restaurants in the
state.  The move according to Co-
Chairman, CII National Committee
on Food Processing Industries
Piruz Khambatta, would adversely
affect growth of the quick service
restaurant segment of the food
industry and might set a similar
trend for other segments as well.

Independent observers
however make it clear that Fat
Tax does not sever the purpose
of either of the proclaimed
goals- significant revenue for
government and reducing the
consumption of fatty foods in
the state.The estimated
amount of tax revenue is quite
an insignificant and will no
way help in alleviating the
state’s debt burden. They say
‘Fat Taxes’ Simply Do Not

Work  In the past, governments in
countries like France and Hungary
had imposed ‘fat’ or ‘sugar’ taxes
with limited success. Denmark
withdrew its fat tax in 12
November, just a year after it was
introduced. Unlike neighbouring
states Karnataka and Tamil Nadu,
Kerala is not big on multinational
fast-food chains. The proliferation
of branded restaurants in Kerala is
minimal.

Pizza, burger
to cost more

Fat tax in Kerala 
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Mobile apps have become
tools for modern day
life. We have apps for

buying vegitables to persuing new
course which can help further of
careers. With this kind of conven-
ience and dependability  India is
rapidly moving into the mobile app
age  and is already the fourth
largest mobile app economy. The
amount of time Indians spend on
apps has also increased dramatical-
ly , says mobile app analytics.
According to one of leading

mobile analytics company App
Annie in total app downloads per
year, only China, US and Brazil are
ahead of India. The annual figure
for India is projected to grow by 92
percent to reach 7.7 billion down-
loads this year, and further to 20.1
billion by 2020. China's app down-
load is expected to grow at a much
slower 29 percent this year, but the
absolute figure will be more than

six times that of India's at 49
billion. With the introduction of
affordable smartphones and better
infrastructure supporting mobile,
and given India's population,  app
analytics  expecting the growth to
be significant. They say the most
important thing that is now driving
the app economy here is not the
number of downloads or the rev-
enue but just the amount of time
spent by users on the mobile app.
The amount of time Indians

spent on apps in the first quarter of
2016 more than doubled compared
to that in the first quarter of 2014.
In retail apps, the time spent grew
by 11.5 times during the same peri-
od, driven by e-commerce majors
like Flipkart-Myntra, Amazon and
Snapdeal. The time spent on video
streaming apps grew by 7.4 times,
with YouTube and Hot star leading
the way People in general  have
perception in India that users spend
more time on browsers. But app
analytics  saying that is not true.

Their data shows that the percent-
age of time spent on apps in India
is the same as around the world, at
93 percent and the remaining 7 per-
cent comes from mobile browsers.
It found by App Annie that over 25
percent  of Android users in India
use at least one ride-sharing app
(those like Ola and Uber).This fig-
ure was the highest among all
countries. In the US, UK and
Brazil, it is below 20 percent. 
Among ride-sharing apps, Ola

is the most used and downloaded
app, followed by Uber. In retail, e-
tailing firms, who tend to have a
mobile first approach, led the way
, quite a contrast to mature markets
where brick-and-mortar and web-
first players still have a big share.
Close to 75 percent of the top10
mobile retail apps in India in both
iOS and Google Play store have a
mobile first approach. In the US
and UK, this number is only 10
percent . Flipkart was ahead of
Amazon in India in terms of
monthly active Android users in
Q1 of 2016. However, in terms of
app downloads in both Google and
iOS app store, Amazon took the
top slot for the same period. Asia
Pacific is the biggest region in the
global app economy , accounting
for 50 percent of total global app
downloads. 

india is fourth largest
Surging mobile
app economy
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has achieved a bal-
ance in his cabinet expan-

sion, where experience of seniors
goes with enthusiasm of relatively
young. Bringing in four ministers
aged below 50, sought to give
more space to youth in his council
of ministers even though he has
relied more on experience in the
current expansion, with ten new
ministers above 60. Among the 19
inductees, three MPs each from
Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat and
Madhya Pradesh took oath while
four from Rajasthan were also
sworn in.
Modi carried out a major

expansion of his Council of
Ministers, inducting 19 new faces,
including several dalit and OBC
leaders as well as from poll-bound
states like UP. Five ministers were
dropped from the Cabinet.  At 35
years, Anupriya Patel (April 1981
born), who comes from electorally
crucial Uttar Pradesh, is the
youngest face to be inducted in the
Modi government. Patel's party
Apna Dal is a key NDA ally in UP

which goes to polls in 2017.
Almora MP Ajay Tamta (43-year-
old) who was born on July 16,
1972 is young face from
Uttarakhand, which like Uttar

Pradesh is also poll bound next
year. Mansukhbhai Mandaviya,
BJP's Rajya Sabha MP from
Gujarat, is another young leader
who has become a Union minister

new faces
in modi

cabinet are
young
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at just 44-years of age. Gujarat too
is going to polls next year.  49-
year-old Krishna Raj is BJP MP
from Shahjahanpur, while
Jaswantsinh Bhabhor who repre-
sents Dahod in Gujarat, being born
on 22 Aug 1966, turns 50 next
month.
BJP MP from Mandla in

Madhya Pradesh, Faggan Singh
Kulaste who was born on 18 May
1959, at 57 is another senior
leader. At 58, Mahendra Nath
Pandey is another BJP leader from
UP who joins the Union Council
of Ministers from the crucial
northern state.
56-year-old Ramdas Athawale

is a RPI (A) leader from
Maharashtra. Born on 6 July 1956,
Anil Madhav Dave, a BJP Rajya
Sabha MP representing Madhya
Pradesh, got an advance birthday
present as he joined the council of
ministers, just a day before he
turns 60. However, there are many
others who are above 60 and bring
a wealth of experience with them.
M J Akbar (65 year-old) is a

veteran journalist. Former Union
Minister Vijay Goel, at 62 has
again become a part of the Council

of Ministers. Goel represents
Rajasthan in Rajya Sabha, and a
key BJP leader in Delhi. Another
veteran who has now become a
minister is 61-year-old Arjun Ram
Meghwal. The Bikaner MP was
the party's Chief Whip in the cur-
rent Lok Sabha. 64-year-old
Ramesh C Jigaginag, who repre-
sents the Bijapur constituency of
Karnataka has also been included
in the council of ministers. Veteran
BJP leader S S Ahluwalia (65) is
another leader who brings in vast
experience of public life with him.
P P Chaudhary, who celebrates

his birthday in a week being born
on July 12, 1953, is the sitting MP
from Pali, Rajsthan. 68-year-old C
R Chaudhary represents Nagaur in
Rajasthan, 61-year-old Gujarat vet-
eran and Rajya Sabha MP
Parshottam Rupala, S R Bhamre
who is MP from Dhule in
Maharashtra are among others
above the age of 60.  Another sen-
ior 65-year-old Rajen Gohain, is a
Lok Sabha MP from Assam, where
the BJP scored a crucial electoral
victory in the recent assembly
polls.
Major developments: Prakash

Javadekar, the lone minister of
state in the Modi government to
have been elevated to Cabinet
rank, has been rewarded for his
work in the Environment Ministry,
especially his pro-active role in the
climate change talks in Paris. It has
been a turnaround for Javadekar,
who was earlier stripped of the
charge of two key departments of
Information and Broadcasting and
Parliamentary Affairs as a MoS.
Five leaders were dropped cabinet.
Wooing dalits and OBCs All

barring Vijay Goel and Faggan
Kulaste are new faces while a few
have been ministers in BJP-ruled
state governments. Ajay Tamta,
Arjun Ram Meghwal, Krishna Raj,
Ramdas Athawale, Ramesh C
Jigaginagi were among the dalit
MPs sworn in as ministers. Others
who were inducted in the Modi
government included Anupriya
Patel, S S Ahluwalia, P P
Chadudhary, C R Chaudhary, M J
Akbar, J Bhabhor, Purshotam
Rupala Mansukhbhai Mandaviya,
S R Bhamre, Mahendra Nath
Padey, A M Dave, and Rajen
Gohain. Patel and Athawale are
from BJP allies 
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As many as 109 Nobel lau-
reates, mostly scientists,
have signed a letter urging

Greenpeace to end its opposition to
the genetically modified organisms
(GMOs) and calling upon govern-
ments around the world to reject
the NGO's campaign that opposed
biotechnological innovations in
agriculture. “Their environmental
impact have been shown repeated-
ly to be less damaging to the envi-
ronment, and a boon to global
biodiversity they  said in a letter
signed by them Urging
Greenpeace, known for its anti-
GM crops stand that led many
organizations to oppose modern
plant breeding, to stop its efforts to
block introduction of genetically-
engineered crops, the letter noted
that there has never been a single
confirmed case of negative health
outcome for humans or animals
from their consumption.
The letter campaign was organ-

ized by Nobel laureate Richard J
Roberts who is currently chief sci-
entific officer of the New England
Biolabs. Roberts along with other
scientist Phillip A Sharp had joint-
ly won the Nobel prize in medicine
in 1993 for their discoveries of
split genes. The laureates also take
Greenpeace to task for seeking to
block Golden Rice, a strain of not-
yet-approved rice that has been
genetically enhanced to produce
beta carotene — which, its creators
hope, might one day alleviate the
Vitamin A deficiency that’s caus-

ing widespread death and blind-
ness in the developing world.
Greenpeace has spearheaded

opposition to Golden Rice, which
has the potential to reduce or elim-
inate much of the death and dis-
ease caused by a vitamin A
deficiency (VAD), which has the
greatest impact on the poorest peo-
ple in Africa and Southeast Asia. 
We urge Greenpeace and its

supporters to re-examine the expe-
rience of farmers and consumers
worldwide with crops and foods
improved through biotechnology,
recognize the findings of authori-
tative scientific bodies and regula-
tory agencies, and abandon their
campaign against "GMOs" in gen-
eral and Golden Rice in particular.
Scientific and regulatory agen-

cies around the world have repeat-
edly and consistently found crops
and foods improved through
biotechnology to be as safe as, if
not safer than those derived from

any other method of production.
There has never been a single con-
firmed case of a negative health
outcome for humans or animals
from their consumption. Their
environmental impacts have been
shown repeatedly to be less dam-
aging to the environment, and a
boon to global biodiversity.
“We are scientists. We under-

stand the logic of science. It's easy
to see what Greenpeace is doing is
damaging and is anti-science,“
Roberts told The Washington Post.
“Greenpeace initially, and then
some of their allies, deliberately
went out of their way to scare peo-
ple. It was a way for them to raise
money for their cause.” He sought
to explain these points and
expressed that he decided to take
on the issue after hearing from sci-
entists as to how their research was
being impeded by anti-GMO cam-
paigns from Greenpeace and other
organizations across the globe.

gm crops get boost
from nobel laureates
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To fast-track execution of the
ambitious Namami Gange
program, the central govern-

ment has launched 231 projects,
including installation of sewage
treatment plants and ghat construc-
tions, at over 100 locations in seven
states with an estimated cost of Rs
1,500 crore. The projects, aimed at
cleaning the holy river and ensuring
its unfettered flow, were launched
simultaneously at 103 locations in
five basin states of the river -
Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar,
Jharkhand and West Bengal,
besides Delhi and Haryana through
which Ganga's tributary Yamuna
passes.
Union ministers Nitin Gadkari,

Uma Bharati and Mahesh Sharma
and Uttarakhand chief minister
Harish Rawat launched 43 such
projects in Haridwar. Noting wrong
planning resulted in high pollution

level in Ganga, union water
resources minister Bharati reiterated
commitment of the government to
taking corrective steps to cleanse
the river which she termed as pride
of the world and country."The
Ganga has not been polluted
because of untreated water as much
as because of wrong planning.
Projects being launched under
Namami Gange are corrective steps
to atone for what has been done
over the years to dirty the river,"
she said at the event. Uma Bharati
also renewed her pledge to begin a
'Ganga Padayatra'  in October this
year to create awareness among the
people about advantages of a 'Clean
Ganga' and how they could con-
tribute to it.
Announcing that the Centre is

mulling legislation, called the
Ganga Act, for the success of
Namami Gange, industries will not
just be barred from dumping
untreated waste into the holy river,

but treated water will also be divert-
ed for irrigation purposes. The pre-
liminary draft of the Act will be
sent to the states for their opinion
and the final draft will be prepared
based on it. The minister said those
found dumping industrial waste
into the Ganga will be sent to jail.
Union transport minister Gadkari
said the government will install 60
sewage treatment plants and launch
50 other big projects under the mis-
sion later this year. Gange will
achieve its objective by 2018 but its
effects will be visible by the end of
this year. Terming the Ganga as
"national heritage" and  the goal of
a 'Clean Ganga' cannot be achieved
without public participation the
government also launched a song,
'Namami Gange Anthem', com-
posed by brothers Srikrishna and
Ramkumar Mohan. An application
which will help monitor level of
pollution in the river was also
launched during the program. 

Namami GaNGe
projects lauNched
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Engineering a profession-
al digree. Students spend
their precious, youthful

four years time and parent spare
large amount of money for this.
Thousands of young engineering
graduates coming out of colleges
and universities. Are youngsters
able to make any progress in their
career paths? Are parents and soci-
ety which has pinned lots of hopes
any  tangable benefit for invest-
ment made? Answers to these sim-
ple questions is resounding NO in
most of the cases. A recent survey
results  have made it amply clear,
that 80 percent of  our engineering
graduates are absolutely " unem-

ployable”. A survey conducted by
Aspiring Minds  one of the leading
assessment companies that helps
organizations, governments and
institutions measure and identify
talent. As per Their National
Employability Report 2016, 10
million Indians with graduate,
Postgraduate and technical degrees
were looking for work.
Around3/4th  of engineers doesn't
possess English Skills required for
any job and only 7.1 percent of stu-
dents can speak English which is
considered meaningful and present-
able during interviews. Lack of
English language speaking skill is
not confined to students coming
form districts. Even out of the
thousands of engineering students

graduate from Hyderabad city also,
half of them are poor in their
English language and only 23.81
percent of engineering students are
suited for jobs.
According to human resource

professionals and experts the grad-
uates are lagging certain skills
which employer typically look for
the skills are :
• Proper communication skills
(English) both verbal and writ-
ten form

• Analytical and problem solv-
ing skills

• Weak in subject knowledge or
learning about new technology.

• Innovation and out of box
thinking 
Why there is so major skill

deficit and Industry- Academia
Mismatch where does actual prob-
lem lie? Lack of building people
with skills, Poor communication
skills, outdated non practical only
theory oriented education curricu-
lum can be considered as the
biggest barrier and reason for skill
gap. Commercialization of educa-
tion, especially professional educa-
tion one of the major impediment
in establishing and implementing
standeds which are essential.
Allotment of permissions for col-
leges both in private as well as in
government sector without proper
checks and inspections led to

Skills only can
fetch you

the job 
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increase of engineering colleges
beyond justifiable needs and
demand. Their number in the coun-
try has gone up from a not too
modest 1511 in 2006-07 to an
astoundingly high of 3345 in 2014-
15. The state of Andhra Pradesh
alone has more than 328 colleges.
Telangana has another 284 col-
leges.  As these engineering col-
leges mushrooming there is almost
no controle on them fro fallowing
not only  about basic infrastacturue
but qualified faculty. Just passed
out engineering graduate taking

class for his/her jouniors. Thus we
can imagine how would be the stu-
dents graduating from of these col-
leges will be, they would have just
mere certificates with no proper
skill sets. As nothing in the institu-
tion would be as per with the stan-
dards prescribed by the respective
councils of  higher education, uni-
versities and AICT, UGC. 

In two Telugu states yearly
3.75  lakh  engineering students are
coming out of colleges finishing
graduation and post graduation.

While Telangana colleges produc-
ing 1,75,593 engineers AP  col-
leges are sending out 1,99,426
engineering  graduates  out into job
market.  Out of these majority  are
not able to secure jobs in fiercely
competitive job market because of
the skill deficit and most pathetic
part is that engineering graduates
are working as sales representatives
and clerical jobs. In some cases
small pity jobs .Government
recruitments are rare and even
when they recruit through public
service commissions job are very

few.  Fustrated engineering gradu-
ates some times applying for
sweeper and peon posts. For exam-
ple majority of applicants applying
for the constable posts (minimum
qualification for the post is 10+2)
in Telangana are from B. tech
background. As per the data avail-
able at least six lakh engineering
graduates waiting for some reason-
able jobs  in Telangana and AP. 
Governments at both National

and state level are  doing a com-
mendable job in order to overcome

skill deficit and they came up with
skill development programs under
National Skill Development
Corporation, Telangana Academy
For Skill and Knowledge,Andhra
Pradesh state skill corporations.
The motto of all these organiza-
tions is to enable employment quo-
tient by imparting state of art skills
to the unemployed and the con-
necting Academia to Industry. But
it’s time to look at  engineering
graduates too.
The management of

Engineering colleges and the gov-
ernments  of both the
Telugu states certainly
have to work immediately
on correcting deteriorat-
ing standards of technical
education in India by
weeding out colleges
which are not up to the
mark as per AICTE
Standards and then updat-
ing the present curriculum
with industry needs and
standards, Colleges
should revamp year old
models and focus on
training above mentioned
employability skills ,espe-
cially communication and
soft skills which help
graduates connect with
industry before they step
into workplace and they

should be made job ready in order
to compete it has to be done as
companies now are not willing to
spend much more on training due
to their cost cutting and thus they
are looking out for pre skilled and
well trained individual.

So Guys work on upgrading
your skills and thrive to get Your
Dream Jobs, as  industry is looking
for candidates with Updated Skills
not mere Certificates.

(With inputs from 
The News Network)
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Tamil Nadu has topped the
popularity charts for both
domestic and foreign

tourists for the second year in a
row. TN received 4.68 million for-
eign tourists in 2015, at higher
than 4.66 million in 2014.
Domestically , it continued its win-
ning streak since 2013 with 333.5
million Indians visiting in 2015,
according to tourism ministry data.
TN's rise as a top-ranker for Indian
and foreign travelers upsetting
Maharashtra and other favored

destinations like Goa and Kerala is
surprising to many. But travel and
tourism industry experts are of the
opinion that it could possibly be
attributed to Indians working and
studying abroad and non-resident
Indians coming to visit family and
relatives. 
Maharashtra came second with

4.41million foreign tourists, thanks
mainly to Mumbai's busy airport
that acts as a gateway for India.
Uttar Pradesh with the famous Taj
Mahal attracted 3.1 million tourists
and is in the third place while
Delhi with 2.38 million foreign

tourists came in
fourth. Others states
that are in the top 10
included West
Bengal (1.49 mil-
lion), Rajasthan

(1.48 mill), Kerala (0.98 million),
Bihar (0.92 million), Karnataka
(0.64 million) and Goa(0.54 mil-
lion). Goa returned to the top 10
after a year's gap. Both the Telugu
states Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh could not find place in to
ten list.
The contribution of top 10

states was about 88.4 percent  to
the total number of foreign tourist
visits in the country during 2015.
Last year, the number of foreign
tourist visits to states increased to
23.3 million as compared to 22.3
million in 2014 registering a
growth of 4.4 percent. Domestic
tourists by far overshadowed for-
eign tourists' flow with 1432 mil-
lion tourists in 2015 as compared
to 1282 million in 2014 registering
a growth of 11.63 percent. 

TN top tourist draw
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It’s like travelling in your ownvehicle. Now you can tune your
favourite radio station sitting

insecure in rail compartment.
Passengers can soon tune in to pop-
ular FM radio stations while travel-
ling on trains, with the Indian
Railway firming up plans to roll out
a Rail Radio service for `onboard
infotainment' which would also
come in handy in emergency situa-
tions and disasters.
The state-run public transporter

plans to introduce the facility on
about 1000 Mail and Express trains,
including premier services.
Passengers will not only be treated
to popular songs and music over the
public-address (PA) system in
coaches, but also be updated on
train-related information on hourly
basis. 
The system will be used to issue

alerts in case of an emergency,
according to the plan. Besides
jokes, astrology and other trivia, the
history of Indian Railway and its
major activities will also be part of
the Rail Radio service. 
Railway Ministry officials are in

the process of finalising arrange-
ments with a few leading FM radio
stations to provide entertainment as
well as information to passengers
onboard about 1000 Mail and
Express trains including Rajdhani,

Shatabdi and Duronto. Railway
Minister Suresh Prabhu had in his
2016-17 budget speech proposed to
invite FM radio stations for provid-
ing train-borne entertainment
through public address systems on
trains. Currently only Rajdhani,
Duronto and Shatabdi trains are

equipped with PA system. “Once
Rail Radio service is opera-
tionalised, all these premier trains
will be linked with the system, “he
said.
As per the plan, studios will be

set up at Railway Board and all
zonal headquarters to operationalise
Rail Radio service. Rail Radio serv-
ice will be helpful during emer-
gency situations like accidents or a
natural calamity. Officials are
expecting it will be easier to reach
out to passengers during emergency

through PA system from the head-
quarters. According to them there
will be a slot for educating and cre-
ating awareness among passengers
on disaster management.
With a view to enhancing pas-

senger comfort, a move has been
initiated by the Railways to intro-

duce new amenities including
ergonomic seating, improved aes-
thetics, water level indicators and
easily accessible dustbins in coach-
es. The public sector giant also
plans to make available the bilin-
gual onboard magazine Rail
Bandhu in all Mail and Express
trains. Currently the magazine is
available only in Rajdhani,
Shatabdi and Duronto trains. There
is also a plan to publish Rail
Bandhu in regional languages
soon. 

music and
news on train

rail radio
service
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Multi Level Marketing, MLM!
Whatever the name they give it is a
scam. For over two decades in erst-
while Andhra Pradesh state they
just cheated lakhs of people and
swindled away thousands of crores.
Social activists, few police officers
fought with all their might against
MLM companies. With this number
of cases registered and court cases
filed, awareness programmes con-

ducted There clear court order ban-
ning them in the state. With this
focused fight MLM companies
including few multinational compa-
nies in this business with multibil-
lion dollar earnings have changed
outer design and came up with new
name called ‘Direct Marketing’
business. 
Till recent times no company

including the one which has unde-
niable support from few ruling
party(TRS) functionaries and oppo-

sition party leaders could not dare
use the name MLM. Conducting
their business with low profile.  But
this seems to be no more the situa-
tion. A relatively new company not
only indulging in MLM but its local
representative openly declared there
is MLM and recruiting agents by
organizing seminars. Now a Multi
level Marketing Investment Scam
in the name of New "YO COIN”
(Digital Currency created through
algorithm) is capitalizing weakness
of the Investors in the form of
Global Compensation Plan. Despite
of so many MLM schemes duping
investors are still lining up for this
join. They are still lured for easy
money and quick rich scams.
What is "YO COIN "? How the

scamster’s Crypto currency able to
make middle calls individuals to
part their hard earned money?
Looking at this MLM scheme we
can find few points answering these
questions. Let us first understand
what actually Yo coin is and its
story is. As per their company intro-

Conniving
coin MLM

Scammers
surface again

what is "Yo coin "? How the scamster’s crypto currency able to make middle calls
individuals to part their hard earned money? looking at this mlm scheme we can

find few points answering these questions. let us first understand what actually Yo
coin is and its story is. as per their company introduction Yo coin is the world's first

true community driven crypto currency.
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duction YO Coin is The World's
First true community driven crypto
currency. Crypto currencies are
designed to be open, anonymous,
secure, and fast and bypass tradi-
tional financial structures.
The first crypto currency in the

world is bit coin was created in the
year 2009 since then so many cryp-
to currencies also known as
Altcoins are been introduced the
major attractive point of these
Digital currencies is that they main-
tain its users total anonymity they
carry no personal information.
YO coins Works on

Mathematical Algorithm and there
is a mining process involved to
generate it. After successful
Generation of Yo coins through
mining a Yo coin wallet is by
downloading software and these
software gives you unique and
secure identification code for being
identified in the network and then
yo coins can be bought with other
standard currencies from other
users or registered exchanges. The
fund is added to wallet instantly
then YOCOIN Network authenti-

cates the transaction by adding it in
previous block chain and maintains
integrity and payments can be sent
to other address using the software
easily using block chain technolo-
gy.
Here come the facts Firstly

Creation, trading or usage of virtu-
al/digital currency as medium for
payment are not authorized by any
central bank or monetary authority.
No regulatory approval registration
or authorisation is stated have been
obtained by the entities concerned
for carrying on such activities. As

such they may pose several risks to
their users. Digital
Currencies/Crypto currencies being
stored in electronic form called
electronic wallets have chance of
been stolen. Crypto currencies are
being traded on exchange platforms
setup in various jurisdictions whose
legal status is also unclear; hence
the traders of Crypto currencies are
exposed to legal and financial risks.
As crypto currencies maintain

anonymity of the user there is high-
er chance for the usage of crypto
currency for Illicit and Illegal activ-
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ities in some jurisdiction.
The absence of counterparts in

such peer-peer anonymous/pseudo-
nymous systems could subject users
to unintentional breaches of anti
money –Laundering.
RBI has previously also cau-

tioned the user’s holders and traders
of virtual; currencies about the
potential financial, operational,
legal, customer protection and secu-
rity related risks that they are
exposing themselves to thus it is
proved that the currency is unautho-
rized and can't be traded in Indian
exchanges as it not regulated by our
RBI.
The other violation is that in the

sidelight of Global Compensation
plan to the investors they are run-
ning MLM investment scam. The
plan is built to reward those that
choose to refer at least two pre-
ferred customers who make a
YoCoin product purchase. The first
step in becoming a successful Yo
Coin Affiliate (YCA) is to purchase
preferred customers that purchase a
yocoin product package. Then starts
the next set of commission A Yo
coin affiliate who has accumulated

the following Yo coin personal pur-
chase and referred preferred cus-
tomer sales volume is qualified for
two team weekly compensation
caps, there are no limits to the num-
ber of preferred customers a YCA
may refer so there are no limits to
the number of YCA they can earn
as first level 10% match pay. 
These all comes under chain

marketing /Pyramid structure.
According to sources in this shady
organization the Indian agent
named Venky luring people stating
that they get 3 crores if they invest
35000. By way of organizing semi-
nars, through WhatsApp, Facebook
he is publicizing this business as an
opportunity for financial growth. In
his publicity Indian agent is clearly
announcing Yo Coin business is an
MLM.  This person presents him-
self to be technical agent of the
company. In India they don’t have
any registration or permission from
RBI But they are carrying out
financial transactions through a
bank account based out of Kolkata
under the name of Yo Coin
exchange monitored from head-
quarters in Bangkok.

It falls under violation of guide-
lines of RBI. In the guidelines it
warned public against multi level
marketing activities so that
investors do not fall prey to
unscrupulous entities. Explaining
the functioning of these entities.
The reserve bank stated that MLM
schemes promise easy or quick
money upon enrolment of mem-
bers. Income under such schemes
majorly comes from enrolling if
more and more members’ once one
chain break total pyramid structure
falls thus investors lose his money.
Mr. Venkey in the name of techni-
cal analyst he is promoting MLM
investment for YOCOIN , which is
foreign company. “every day they
are conducting seminars in different
places , and enrolling MLM agents
in Pyramid scheme , collecting
crores of rupees every day, and
sending the money to outside India
via Hawala / Hundi” a social
activist who is closely watching,
fallowing  MLM scams including
Yo Coin. Will Telangana police get
into action before thousands of peo-
ple loosing crores of Rupees in
coming months and years? 
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P. VishNuVarDhaN reDDy

If we go out in evening around 6we can find huge gathering of
people quite few shops and place
adjoin them. No it is not festival
time discount sales of garments or
philanthropist distributing some
essential commodities to poor.
People you find are from all eco-
nomic sections of the society and
these at these shops sell, facilitate
drinking liquor. This continues till
late in the night. These kinds of
scenes more in capital city,
Hyderabad. But not confined to it.
From greater Hyderabad to almost
all major town it is a daily show.
High way passing through munic-
ipalities and grampanchayaths are

exempted from starting a liquor
shops on road side. Taking this as
advantage liquor shops and permit
rooms are started. While liquor
shops in cities and towns have
‘official’ permit rooms shops in
panchayaths unofficial permit
rooms are flourishing. With this
weather its city, town or village
roads have professional drinkers
and amateur dancers and drivers
on the roads throughout two
Telugu states.
The state governments allowed

liquor shops to set up permit
rooms in cities and towns across
the state. The measure is supposed-
ly to take people who drink on the
roadside into permit rooms, but the
increased revenue from liquor

sales appears to be the primary
objective. Excise department in
Telangana is collecting Rs. Two
lakhs from a liquor shop to have
permit room. It has all begun dur-
ing time of last government of
undivided AP, lead by
K.Kirankumar Reddy in 2013. At
that time government cited the
example of mandal headquarters
towns, with less than 5,000 popu-
lations, where such rooms have
been allowed since 2009.
However, these small towns do not
have bars, which the cities do.
More importantly, there are fewer
women on the streets at the late
hours, a phenomenon which is
common in towns and cities.  
Originally proposal was to

permit rooms abound
Drink & dance
on the roads

Permit room of a wine shop, opp. to Doordarshan Kendra
at Ramanthapur in Uppal circle of R. R. Dist. Telangana

Winse shop at Ramanthapur main road.
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restrict permit rooms to areas with-
in 2 km of the limits of corpora-
tions, and 5 km of municipal
corporations like Hyderabad,
Vijayawada, Vaizag and Tirupati.
But it did not take much time to
allow more and more areas to
come under the permit room sys-
tem. After formation of Telangana
state the government faithfully fal-
lowed same method. 
With the stipulated size, the

permit rooms are not able to
accommodate many people at a
time, and the customers are even-
tually spilling onto the roads. The
government’s reasoning that it will
contain the problem finally proved
not well thought of.
The decision to continuing the

permit rooms is being opposed by
many. Witnessed protests from
people and activists. Women espe-
cially have complaining of harass-
ment from inebriated persons
sitting near liquor shops which dot
the cities and towns alike. Apart
from this facility to purchase and
drink adjoin permit rooms are cre-
ating problems on roads too.
People who come to shops as
sober on personal vehicle driving
back of drinking causing accidents.
Especially this is the case with
teenagers and college going
youngsters. In towns these permit
rooms have become their partying

places. These youngsters are liquor
shop-permit rooms afternoon –
early evening customers. From
evening till late night office goers
and other flock. With this A verita-
ble cottage industry springs up
near the liquor shops, with push-
carts selling everything from
savouries to fried foodstuff.
Liquor shops are supposed to

be closed by 10 pm. But in most
cased they keep shutters open for
an hour extra. Even after that sales
continue through permit rooms.
This not all they also flout the
price restrictions set by govern-
ment. Many liquor shops care a
dam for MRP of economy brands.
They are charging Rs. 10 to 15
extra on the price decided by gov-
ernment. There is not much extra
charge on luxury brands simply

because purchasers of those brands
question and make it an issue.
As per excise rules liquor

should not be sold or served to
minors. In case doubt sellers and
bar staff can ask for identity card
with date of birth. If a shop or a
bar flout the rule they can be fine
to the tune of lakhs of Rupees for
first two times if it found for third
time licence can be cancelled. It
uses to be a rule both even most
corrupt of the staff of the depart-
ment and unscrupulous liquor sell-
ers use to adhere till five years
back. Now nobody bothers and the
rule not sell liquor to minors is
almost not implemented in the
state.  Only after recent accident
where drunken teenager driving a
car hit another car passing on the
way where a family has lost three
persons including seven year old
Ramya excise department has
decided to get cc cameras installed
in liquor shops and bars to curb
sale and serving of liquor to
minors. It is time for excise rev-
enue dependent state government
to pay attention to safety of gener-
al public safety on the roads
instead of facilitating its loyal cus-
tomers (liquor consumers) with
more avenues to drink and enjoy.

(With inputs from
The News Network)

Food preparation in side permit room

Huge shed where permit room is being operated at Ramanthapur 
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That there were signs the
atmosphere was on the
way getting repair it self.

Scientists said this has begun near-
ly after  three decades the world
banned chemicals that were
destroying the atmosphere's pro-
tective ozone layer. 
The researchers said they had

found “fingerprints“ indicating that
the seasonal ozone hole over
Antarctica, a cause of concern
since it was discovered in 1984,
was getting smaller. Although the
improvement has been slight so
far, it is an indication that the
Montreal Protocol -the 1987 treaty
signed by almost every nation that
phased out the use of chemicals
known as chlorofluorocarbons, or
CFCs -is having its intended effect.
Full recovery of the ozone hole

is not expected until the middle of
the century . “This is just the
beginning of what is a long

process,“ said Susan Solomon, an
atmospheric chemist at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and lead author of the
study. Ozone high in the strato-
sphere protects life on Earth by
absorbing damaging ultraviolet
rays from the sun. But ozone is
destroyed by reactions with chlo-
rine and other atoms that are
released by CFCs and similar
chemicals, which were used for
decades as refrigerants and propel-
lants. More ultraviolet radiation
leads to increased incidence of
skin cancers, cataracts and other
health problems.
While ozone has been depleted

in the Arctic and mid-latitude
regions as well, the destruction
over Antarctica is greater, in part
because temperatures there are so
cold. Technically , the depleted
area is not a hole, but rather a large
region of the stratosphere -in some
years, it is larger than the North
American continent -where the

concentration of ozone is below a
certain threshold. The study found
that the hole in the ozone layer had
shrunk by about 1.5 million square
miles, or about one-third the area
of the US, from 2000 to 2015.
Scientists who pushed for the

Montreal Protocol always
acknowledged that recovery of the
ozone layer would be very slow,
because CFCs linger in the strato-
sphere for a long time. Scientist
describe this is like a patient with
a disease, first, it was getting
worse. Then it stopped -it was sta-
ble but still in bad shape. Now,
they say as molecules slowly
decay away from the atmosphere,
it's getting just a little bit better.
David Fahey , a research physicist
at the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration who
was not involved in the ozone
study , said Dr Solomon's work
“gives us a critical level of confi-
dence that we are moving in the
direction we want to see.” 

ozone layer hole shrank
EFFECT OF BAN ON CFCs
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Numerology is belief in the
divine, mystical relationship

between a number and coinciding
events. It is also the study of the
numerical value of the letters in
words, names and ideas. It is often
associated with the paranormal,
alongside astrology and similar arts.
Very few people really excelled in
this divine art and developing it a
reliable science for betterment of
human life.  Dr. Lingeswaarr of
Gold Time in Numerology has
achieved this and is able to help
making exceptional results to his
clients. In last one and half decades
time thousands individuals have
benefited by the knowledge and
expertise of Dr.Lingeswaarr. 
Usually people tend to give sug-

gestions to others with just bookish
knowledge. This is simply hallow
and on week foundations. The
founder of Dr.Lingeswaarr
Numerology Pvt.Ltd. stands out
and he has benefited by
Numerology in his personal life and
with that inspiration researched and
developed full proof system which
benefiting common people both the
Telugu states, Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana. Dr.Lingeswaarr’s pur-
suit in the science of numbers,
Numerology has begun roughly
two decades back. “My heart was
always longing to be of help to peo-
ple around. That took me to well
known social service nongovern-
mental organization RASS. While I
was working for this NGO once I
have participated in a gold contest
organized by local jewelers shop
and given my name as K.
Lingeshwar Shetty. But the entry
coupon had somehow recorded my

name as Lingeswar. I won the con-
test after 3 months duration. This
created lot of enthusiasm on name
in relation to bringing good luck.
And lead to developing keen inter-
est in science and art of number,
The Numerology. I have immersed
into to the study of names and num-
bers. Continued the research into
numerology. With that in depth
study and research developed
unique method to offer services in
Numerology and Pronology.”
Explained Dr.Lingeswaarr. 
After turning into a professional

Numerologist he has been giving
numerology services for last 15
years by establishing offices in
Hyderabad and Tirupathi cities. We
can view his videos enlightening
the viewers about Numerology in
TV channels like TV5, Bhakti TV,
Sakshi TV and I News. And also
providing his expertise to thousands
of clients all over the world through
his
website(www.drlingeswaarr.com)

According to Dr.Lingeswaarr:
Numbers play an important role on
every human's life. Numerology is
a science that deals with the num-
bers and the secret vibrations of an
enigmatic code that we can learn to
use to our own benefit. It focuses
not only on the quantitative aspect
of numbers but also on the qualita-
tive side. Each number contains a
vibrating energy that provides valu-
able psychological and spiritual
information. Numerology is similar
to Astrology where it uses numbers
to denote objects which influence
people in the universe while
Astrology uses the objects itself
such as the sun, the moon and the
planets which influence the life of
human beings significantly.
Numerology, as the name denotes,
is the prediction of the future of the
human beings using numbers. It is
believed that each number has a
meaning of its own and has its own
influences on people. We are all
under the influence of numbers
through our names, addresses, time,
money, addresses, telephones, key-
boards, etc. The theory of
Numerology says that numbers do
have an effect on our lives though
the effect these numbers have on us
cannot be seen or felt by us.
Numerology presents the whole

picture, revealing all the diverse
parts of your personality and how
they come together to create the
person you are. With this complete
view, we will be able to make the
most of our strengths. 

lingeswaarr numerology Pvt. ltd., 
Cell : 9014776655 , 040-48425555, 
Email id : lingeswaarr5@gmail.com

name, numbers & new life 

gold time in numerology

Dr. Lingeswaarr
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Now you can tell a lot about
your health from your sweat,

they say. Scientists at the
University of California, Berkeley,
have just announced the invention
of a ‘multiplexed in-situ perspira-
tion analysis’ device which can
assess your glucose, lactate, sodi-
um and potassium levels from
sweat alone, and instantly send the
numbers to your phone, so that you
can check them time to time. Same
is the case with fitness apps. If
you're eating healthfully and get-
ting enough exercise, you probably
have no reason to use a health or
fitness app. In fact, a report from a

British medical journal (BMJ) says
the apps might only cause anxiety
by leading to needless worry about
one's already good health.
Sensors like these, along with

chest straps, smart contact lenses
and the like, undoubtedly represent
triumphs of medical engineering.
But, while we're told that they give
us the ability to continually moni-
tor our health, little is ever said
about the unwanted by-product of
that ability: anxiety. You could see
it as a newer form of the cyber-
chondria that was ushered in by the
Internet. Cyberchondria is a grow-
ing concern among many health-
care practitioners as patients can
now research any and all symp-

toms of a rare disease, illness or
condition, and manifest a state of
medical anxiety. With this you
know the kind of thing: we search
online for our symptoms, print off
reams of stuff and march into an
appointment with our doctor to
confidently (but wrongly) assert
that we have health issue before
demanding appropriate treatment.
Our hunger for information

relating to our health is huge, and
the market for health-related wear-
ables is increasing. But what's the
effect of all the data that's generat-
ed as a result? Most debates about
that data tend to focus on concerns
about privacy, monitoring, infor-
mation storage and the effect on the

health monitors
Can cause anxiety
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market for health insurance, but
there's also a data overload issue
that affects our mental rather than
physical health. We want to amass
more information about our bodies,
but too much of that information is
disorientating.
That disorientation has been

likened to the unsettled feeling
people get when they're in hospital
and hear alarms going off. Real-
time analysis from a wearable
might suddenly advise you to drink
some water take some medicine or
run about for a bit, but we can eas-
ily become slaves to these new sig-
nals that we have become
inundated with. “Look! The num-
bers have changed! I must do
something! “Because these num-
bers are linked to our physical
well-being, we are bound to be
attentive by them, but this process

of continuous assessment isn't
always helpful. They're just indica-
tors, after all, and interpreting them
isn't always easy.
So the more numbers there are,

the more we will rely on software
to alert us to worrying outliers and
the more we will worry about
alarms that we might have missed.
The technology ends up in a posi-
tion of power, but has that power
been properly earned? It's not clear
why, for example, we would place
more trust in a device that promises
real-time monitoring of dehydra-
tion and fatigue when our body
already has two built in systems ¬
thirst and tiredness ¬ that do a pret-
ty good job already. But as this
stuff begins to percolate the con-
sumer market, people will come to
rely on them. We will end up say-
ing “How are you feeling? “ “I

don’t know I'll just check my
phone.”
Much like the security cameras

that are sold on late-night shopping
channels by ear nest presenters
promising that this is the only way
for you to properly protect your
home and your family, health-relat-
ed wearable devices tend to come
with a “peace of mind“ guarantee ¬
but in many cases they provide the
exact opposite. 
Fitness apps have become

another source of anxiety for many.
An article in BMJ, ‘Can Healthy
People Benefit from Health Apps?’
suggests that healthy users are only
wasting their time by relying on
popular apps, which counts the
number of calories a person con-
sumes. There's no documented evi-
dence that these apps provide a
substantial medical benefit. But on
the other hand medical experts like
make it clear that these apps and
devices are untested and unscientif-
ic and they will open the door of
uncertainty. They also worn fitness
apps turn healthy people into “neu-
rotics. “Make no mistake:
Diagnostic uncertainty ignites
extreme anxiety in people.” They
are saying. But supporters of these
apps arguing that by giving users
caloric and exercise goals, the apps
aren't doing anything wrong by
encouraging customers to take bet-
ter care of themselves. According
to them these apps can help people
correlate personal decisions with
health outcomes and they can help
doctors to hold patients account-
able for their behaviour.
Maybe, as the technology

develops, we'll learn to regard the
numbers they generate with a kind
of weary detachment. But in these
early stages we're thinking of them
as a passport to immortality, when
they're often just a pathway to 
anxiety.
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Anti-aging with
Vinotherapy
or Wine facials

The News NeTwork

Gold facials, diamond facials,
collagen treatment and the

lot, are old news. In fashion today
are the different concoctions of
wine facials for the elite. Wine
facials are the next big thing in
skin care and a wonderful anti-
aging therapy. Lately the whole
range of wine - red, white, grape,
apple and elderberry - is being
used in some form of treatment or
facial therapy. Red wine, which
was predominantly used to raise a
toast to health and wellness, is
being used to revive the glow in
aging skin. The merlot wine has
caught the imagination of the ever-
growing upper middle class as a
potent therapeutic these days.
Although the home-made beauty
treatments of yore - the multani
mitti or grandmother’s secret fruit
facials - might still manage to
charm one, it is the pricey wine
facial which is hogging the spot-
light at the moment.
The virtues of wine facial are

improved blood circulation and
reduced wrinkles. It is one of the
best ways to revitalize skin.
Although priced relatively high
compared to its counterparts the
vinic treatment is justified in visi-
ble results. The wine may be used
in conjunction with Ayurvedic
cream or regular cream depending
on one’s skin type. The glow from
a wine facial is incomparable and

because they have a purely herbal
base, they are useful in curing
infections. Regular sessions over a
period of a few weeks result in a
clear, blemish free skin. Its antiox-
idant properties and grape seed
polyphenols coax collagen produc-
tion back in your sagging skin.
The benefits of consuming wine

are not hidden. Moderate wine con-
sumption is associated with: A
plethora of wine-
based
facial

prod-
ucts are being

promoted these days in order for
clients to regain their youthful look.
Wine-based products have taken
anti-aging treatment to a whole new
level. Besides the traditional red
wine, wines concocted locally from
fruits and herbs like fennel seeds,
cardamom, apples and apricots are
also used as innovative and alterna-
tive wine facial treatment. 
But the question remains if the

wine therapy is suited for all skin
types. Not all treatments are suited
for every skin type. But ingenuity
and innovation are the key words in
the business. Wine is especially
good for oily and acne prone skin

as it reduces chances of acne for-
mation. The therapeutic quality of
wine relaxes the skin muscles.
Almond may be added to the con-
coction for dry skin and aloe for
oily and acne prone skin. Grape
wine is a preferred wine, because it
is an excellent anti-oxidant. This
east-meets-west treatment is formu-
lated with a rich blend of wine and
exotic herbs that moisturize the skin
and rejuvenate ones senses. This is
the ultimate in vinotherapy. The
seeds, skin and leaves of grape con-
tain polyphenols and procyanidols
which exert antioxidants, so here is
what you can consider for yourself
in the salon or spa.
In conclusion - A healthy skin

program includes cleansing, toning
and nourishing. The skin suffers if
it is not cared for. The human skin
breathes, inhaling oxygen and
exhaling carbon dioxide. It needs
to absorb sufficient vitamins, min-
erals and enzymes in order to facil-
itate breathing. Wine acts as a
catalyst that promotes this breath-
ing process. The most beautiful
women throughout history have
relied on jealously guarded beauty
therapies. Some of the most excit-
ing beauty formulas derive their
success from wine. Wine is the
most common ingredient in natural
beauty recipes. It is rich in vita-
mins and minerals and interacts
with specific natural ingredients to
help cleanse and beautify the skin,
hair and body. 
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Monsoon
has
already

arrived in some
parts of India. So,
it's time to make
your wardrobe
ready to suit
the changing
weather. Don't
let the humid

weather during
this rainy season

make you feel less
fashionable.

Here are some tips to help you in
this monsoon: to dress up.

Colours: Monsoon 2016 is all
about lively yet subtle colours. One
can experiment with bright pastels
such as deep greens, turquoise blue,
deep beige, olive green, light copper,
rose gold, peach, lemon yellow, fuch-
sia pink and sea green. Pastel coloured
clothes always look great only during
summer time as they are low conduc-

tor of heat.
CuTs aND silhoueTTes:
Asymmetrical tunics and dresses
are a hit this season. The silhou-
ette should be clean, the cut should
not have too many layers or too

many tailoring details that make the
garment look messy and untidy. Wear
simple shirts and crop tops that are
easy to dress in. Well-cut dresses with
short hemlines are very apt for mon-
soon clothing. 

FaBriCs: Prefer Polynylons, rayons,
nylon, mixed cottons. It is best to
avoid denims and materials that bleed
colour. Soft cottons and poly-fabrics
are the best bet. Nylons, cotton blends,
mixed fabrics, blended cottons and
nets are the fabrics for monsoon. You
need something that dries fast and
keeps you warm at the same time. No
crepes or chiffons as these don't keep
up well in the wet weather and get
crinkled easily. Floral prints would be
another option for a cloudy day.

shoes: During the
monsoon season avoid
leather and go for can-
vas as they will dry
easily in case they get
wet. For your favourite
leather footwear, if you
want them to last a few
seasons we suggest
you keep them locked
safely at home and
step out in a pair of
gum boots instead.
They come in a variety
of prints and colours

monsoon
ready in style
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and they are high up on the style
quotient as well.

aCCessories: Carry water-
proof bags so as to save your
accessories such as Mobile phone,
make up, books, wallet etc. from
getting spoilt. Carry colorful
umbrellas and rain gear. Pick up
the one which suits your style.
They can be floral, checked, polka
dotted, plain bright or even retro
black and white.
hair aND make-uP.
Avoid oil-based products and
heavy make-up and make sure you

apply astringent or a toner every
night before sleeping during the
monsoon season, says an expert.

Here are some tiPs

skiN: Keep your skin clean and
clear using a foamy cleanser or a
face wash with micro granules.
Since rains bring with moisture that
causes break outs, make sure you
apply astringent or a toner every
night before sleeping. In case you
are battling acne try applying ice
on your face, as it's one of the most
popular ways to minimize the
appearance of pores and lends a
natural glow to the skin.

make-uP: The rule of thumb is
to avoid oil-based products and
heavy make-up in general. Stick to
waterproof or a gel-based eyeliner
during this season. Lip glosses
tend to smear and run through the
lines when moisture levels are
high, so opt for a matte lip color.
Mineral-based foundations and
water-based products are the best
bet for the season.

hair: The humidity in the air can
have an adverse effect on your
hair. If you have not been oiling
your hair because of the humidity,
it is time to bust that myth. A scalp
massage with little oil or serum
only does the best for your hair in
all seasons. Anti-frizz serums and
hair products are a great way to
keep your hair looking nice. You
may keep your hair tied in a messy
ponytail, a fish braid or a ballerina
bun.  
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The Central government has
recently admitted that rate
of conviction of those

accused of committing cyber
crimes is low. And announced that
it is taking steps to fight the threat
posed by such offences to national
security. "We cannot make a claim
that the system what we have now
to check cyber crime is foolproof.
We are working in this direction,"
Union Home Minister Rajnath
Singh told the Lok Sabha during
question hour. But far from fool-
proof it is not even average proof.
According to an international
study report, our witnessed a 156
per cent increase in social media
scams in 2015
With young population and

millions of mobile connections and
rapid adoption of cloud computing,
has emerged as a top source as
well as destination of cyber
attacks. Once considered
the spam capital of the
world, India has seen a
steady decrease in
the amount of spam
originating
from its bor-
ders. India
is also a
top
source
of

overall malicious activity includ-
ing spam, malware, phishing hosts
and bots, etc. The latest Internet
Security Threat Report (ISTR)
released by the cyber security spe-
cialist organisation Symantec has
revealed this scenario. 
The report said that every sixth

social media scam globally
impacts an Indian. As per the
report, our country witnessed a
156 per cent increase in social
media scams in 2015 making it the
most targeted country in Asia and
second in the world. As per
the report, 94 per
cent of these
scams were

spread through manual sharing,
proving that India’s escalating
social media population remains a
favoured target of scammers as
they seek to leverage the trust peo-
ple have in their own social circles
to spread scams, fake links, and
phishing.
Interestingly the report also

revealed that cyber scammers now
make you call them to hand over
your cash. As people conduct more
of their lives online, attackers are
increasingly focused on using the
connection of the physical and dig-
ital world to their advantage. The
report said that in 2015, cyber-
criminals revisited fake technical
support scams, which saw a 200
per cent increase globally. With
close to 5, 00,000 attacks last year,
India ranked 11 amongst countries
targeted the most by tech support
scams. As per the report the differ-
ence now is that scammers send

fake warning messages to
devices like smart phones
to prompt people to call
attackers directly in
order to dupe them
into buying use-
less services
or even
install
mal-
ware.

cYBer attacks

india is most vulnerable 
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The Symantec Internet Security
Threat Report reveals just how
lucrative India is for cybercrimi-
nals. In fact, India is the second
most favoured destination for
Ransom ware in Asia with the
average number of attacks per day
increasing 114 percent to 15
attacks per hour. “Almost 10 per-
cent of these attacks were crypto-
ransom ware- posing a threat to
consumers and enterprises alike,”
said Tarun Kaura, Director –
Solution Product Management for
Asia Pacific and Japan, Symantec
while revealing the report in
Bengaluru.
Another glaring trend which

the report highlighted was that
small businesses in India were tar-

geted the most by cyber criminals
in 2015. 
Data-mining experts from the

University of Maryland and
Virginia Tech also recognised that
our country is among the countries
most vulnerable to cyber attacks. A
new report. Ranked the vulnerabil-
ity of 44 nations to cyber attacks.
Lead author V.S. Subrahmanian
revealed their research findings
recently at a panel discussion host-
ed by the Foundation for Defence
of Democracies at Washington,
D.C. The United States ranked
11th safest, while several
Scandinavian countries (Denmark,
Norway and Finland) ranked the
safest. China, India, Russia, Saudi
Arabia and South Korea ranked

among the most vulnerable. 
The book's authors conducted a

two-year study that analysed more
than 20 billion automatically gen-
erated reports, collected from 4
million machines per year world-
wide. The researchers based their
rankings, in part, on the number of
machines attacked in a given coun-
try and the number of times each
machine was attacked. Machines
using Symantec anti-virus software
automatically generated these
reports, but only when a machine's
user opted in to provide the data.
Trojans, followed by viruses

and worms, posed the principal
threats to machines in the United
States. However, misleading soft-
ware (i.e., fake anti-virus programs
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and disk cleanup utilities) is far
more prevalent in the US com-
pared with other nations that have
a similar gross domestic product.
These results suggest that US
efforts to reduce cyber threats
should focus on education to
recognise and avoid misleading
software.
In a foreword to the book, Isaac

Ben-Israel, chair of the Israeli
Space Agency and former head of
that nation's National Cyber
Bureau, wrote “People, even
experts, often have gross miscon-
ceptions about the relative vulner-
ability (to cyber attack) of certain
countries. The authors of this book
succeed in empirically refuting
many of those wrong beliefs."
The book's findings include

economic and educational data
gathered by UMD's Centre for
Digital International Government,
for which Subrahmanian serves as
director. He has noted that the goal
was to characterise how vulnerable
different countries were, identify
their current cyber security policies
and determine how those policies
might need to change in response
to this new information. The
researchers integrated all of the

data to help shape specific policy
recommendations for each of the
countries studied, including strate-

gic investments in education,
research and public-private part-
nerships.  

Minister of State for Home Kiren Rijiju in July third week
has said the threat from cyber crime is a "reality" that

needs to be tackled by sensitising the police and taking other steps.
To a supplementary question from Trinamool Congress (TMC) floor
leader Sudip Bandyopadhyay, during Parliament Manson secession
Rijiju said in "It is true that the rate of conviction of those arrested
in connection with cyber crime is low."But, he said, the government
is taking "massive steps" to embolden the strategies for actions
against cyber crime. The entire canvas of cyber crime is "complicat-
ed" and at times even cases are not reported, Rijiju said.
Bandyopadhyay said the rate of conviction of those charged with

committing cyber crimes is very low. In 2013 and 2014 the convic-
tion rate was very low; in 2015, out of 844 people arrested only 224
persons have been convicted, he said."What major steps is the gov-
ernment taking on this," the TMC leader wanted to know. Rajnath
Singh said the National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government
had set up an expert group to deal with cyber crimes within 6-7
months of coming to power.
"The report is now available with us. Now we are working in that

direction to fight the cyber crime menace," Rajnath Singh said. The
steps being taken include improved training of cyber professionals
and adequate research on technology front, Rajnath Singh said

taking steps says
government
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The title of the article may look
unbelievable to some. But it’s
harsh reality of modern times.
Sensing the ever increasing work
pressures for decades now, the
modern worker has been urged to
slow down.
Doctors link long shifts and on

the-job anxiety to high blood pres-
sure, heart disease, depression and
stroke. Many think the conse-
quences can be fatal. In Japan, the
government compensates families
who lose loved ones to employ-
ment-related exhaustion or suicide.
The Japanese call this phenome-
non karoshi, or death by overwork.
Yet, so far, the connection

between job strain and bad health
has mostly been correlational -we
haven't known whether stressful
jobs directly cause our health to
deteriorate. Surveys show that peo-
ple who work more are more likely
to suffer from hypertension and
more likely to experience a stroke.
The plausible biological explana-
tion: Both of these health problems
are symptoms of stress and sleep
deprivation.
But what if it wasn't the job's

fault?
What if naturally obsessive or

anxious people gravitate to occu-
pations where they are forced to

work too much?
What if the people who volun-

teer for overtime only do it
because they need the money to
solve some other crisis in their
life? The connection between bad
health and overwork, as common
sense as it seems, is cloudy.
Recently, economists at Purdue

and the University of Copenhagen
made a clever attempt to clear up
the question. They looked at
Danish manufacturing companies
where overseas sales increased
unexpectedly because of changes
in foreign demand or transporta-
tion costs between 1996 and
2006.These constituted a set of
natural experiments. At firms
where exports spiked, there was

suddenly a lot more work to do, a
lot more things to sell. This put the
squeeze on employees, who
became measurably more produc-
tive -but also started to have more
health problems.
“The medical literature typical-

ly finds that people who work
longer hours have worse health
outcomes -but we try to distinguish
between causality and correlation,“
said Chong Xiang, an economics
professor at Purdue and co-author
on the paper, along with David
Hummels and Jakob Munch. This
kind of study could only be done
in a place such as Denmark, where
the single-payer health care system
keeps track of everyone's doctor's
visits and drug purchases.

Your job might
be killing you
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Researchers found that women at
companies where there was an
export boom were subsequently
more likely to be treated for severe
depression, and more likely to take
prescription medication for heart
attack or stroke. For both men and
women, there was also an increase
in severe on-the-job injuries.
The health effect was related to

how much pressure the company
faced. If external forces caused a
company's exports to rise by, say,
10 percent, female employees were
about 2.5 percent more likely to be
treated for severe depression, and
7.7 percent more likely to take
heart attack or stroke drugs. For
context, about 4 percent of women
overall were being treated for
severe depression and 1 percent of
women were on heart attack or
stroke medication. These condi-
tions are not very common, but job
strain caused a measurable, statis-
tically significant bump in preva-
lence. The researchers aren't sure

why men weren't measurably
affected, but it could have some-
thing to do with how women are at
higher risk in general for stroke or
depression in their lifetimes. And
the men could have been sicker in
other ways that the researchers
couldn't observe. At companies
that experienced the biggest
increases in exports, the rate of
serious injury also went up. These
were on-the-job accidents.
The researchers also found

interesting patterns involving sick
days. At most firms, employees
started taking fewer sick days after
business picked up, which indi-
cates that they felt pressured to
come in even if they weren't feel-
ing well.
But at companies that became

exceptionally busy -those that
enjoyed an export boost ranking in
the top 25 percent -the number of
sick days per person actually
increased, by 14 percent for men
and 24 percent for women. At

these places, it seems the pressure
was too much and the overwork
made people too sick to come in.
We should always be careful of

studies that so neatly confirm our
assumptions, but here the conclu-
sion aligns with decades of med-
ical research hinting at similar
things. We've known for a while
that overwork and job stress is
associated with poor health; it was
just unethical to run an experiment
to prove that one causes the other.
In this case, we can blame (or

thank) the invisible hand or doing
the dirty work. The more or less
random fluctuations in foreign
economies provided an opportuni-
ty to observe what happens when
people suddenly get a lot busier at
work. Though this study focused
on the Danish manufacturing sec-
tor, it covered both blue and white
collar workers, so the results seem
general sable enough: Working too
hard has health consequences. Our
jobs really are killing us.  



They may be arrested for supportive
terrorist activities. Allegations on
them are about anti national activ-

ities. But All India Majlis-e-Ittehadul
Muslimeen (AIMIM) views it is different-
ly. Those arrested are victims of Indian
government. Naturally right candidates to
be defended, providing legal aid. This not
an allegation made by critics of MIM, but
essence of statement made by party’s

chief, Barrister studied Member of
Parliament Asaduddin Owaisi. The NIA
in last week of June had arrested five per-
sons from the city for their alleged links
with the ISIS. Instead of feeling relived
that this four hundred old pearl city have
saved of heinous attack similar to Paris
Owaisi immediately had said that his
party would provide legal help to them
while stating that AIMIM does not sup-
port terrorism. He sought to know
whether NIA would suspend its officers if
Muslim youths, alleged to have links to
IS, were found innocent. He without a
blink of eye he declared that MIM would
provide legal aid to the boys. To be on

safe side he was quick to add his
regular cliché that he and MIM were the
first to denounce the terror outfit. All this
Assad has done at Mecca Masjid, on
Jumatul Vida which marks the last Friday
of Ramzan.
He added that a city-based lawyer has

been consulted and legal aid would be
given to the arrested youth. “I spoke to
senior lawyer of Nampally (criminal)

courts Abdul Azeem and told
him that the families came to
me. I told them we will give
them legal aid“ he said. The
leader with high educational
qualifications ,  known for
provocative - fiery speeches in
meetings  attended Muslim
minorities has on the other was
accusing Centre and NIA for
adapting ‘double standards’.
Charging at NIA, Asad said:
“If tomorrow these boys are
proven innocent, who will

return to them the years they've lost? “
As usual only The Bharatiya Janata

Party (BJP) alone raised objections on
MIM chief’s decision to provide legal aid
to alleged sympathizers of Islamic State
arrested by the National Investigation
Agency (NIA) in the city for terror plot.
Senior BJP leaders accused Asaduddin
Owaisi of giving “oxygen to terrorism“by
providing legal aid to the suspects. While
the BJP national leaders slammed Owaisi
for his stand on providing legal assistance
to those arrested for allegedly being mem-
bers of an ISIS module, a local MLA
from the party urged the Centre to de-rec-
ognize the MIM and demanded Owaisi's

wHY Political Parties
acting mum?

■ D. BalreDDy
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arrest on charges of sedition. T
Raja Singh, BJP MLA from
Goshamahal, demanded that
Owaisi be immediately arrested.
He even turned his ire on the TRS
government for being an ally of
the MIM in Telangana.  Union
minister Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi
alleged in New Delhi that Owaisi
was giving “oxygen“ to terrorists
and that he was seen as “standing
with extremists“. “Owaisi is direct-
ly or indirectly helping the ISIS,
which had come up with a video in
which it threatened to target India.
This is betrayal of the country. On
the one hand you condemn ISIS
and on the other, you support those
who are involved in such acts,“
Naqvi said.

Political parties other than BJP
have responsibility for opposing
open support to terrorists? Do they
consider MIM the sole representa-
tive of Muslim minorities and are
they afraid of losing Muslim votes?
We get this doubt when TRS the
party in power and opposition par-
ties could not say single word
against MIM leaders support to
alleged IS sympathizers. Owaisi on
one hand says Muslims have no
quarrel with Hindus and the issue
is of Muslim rights, justice. But
this is not new for Asaduddin. For
over decade he carefully was play-
ing dalit card for his party
prospects. All political parties
including leftist except BJP have
fallen prey to this clever tactic. The

politician who got elected under
Indian Constitution could muster
confidence of speaking against
country’s majority people openly
challenging them. When some
social activists and leaders of BJP
opposed complained about his
objectionable speeches and state-
ment police register cases. But
promptly forgetting to peruse them
for further legal actions. The atti-
tude of ruling and opposition par-
ties in the state will not only
encourage MIM brothers to pursue
their harmful politics but give mis-
guided youth among Muslims to
venture out to reach organization
which hate India, it’s majority
community and eventually fall pray
for dangerous out fits like IS. 
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Anew Twin Title pageant Mr n Miss Perfect has
begun in Telugu states. It is first of its kind
and started in Hyderabad to provide platform

for both male n female aspiring youth into fashion n
glamour Industry. This pageant is not restricted to
state level but also to provide platform in for the local
youth in south India and India level from our own
capital Hyderabad said K.Bharath Reddy, CEO of
Retro Events India and Balaji Singh of Twilite Media
Creations companies jointly organizing the event. This
is the first Beauty Pageant which is based on
Reality and Entertainment together. They said
the series include Mr n Miss Perfect –
Andhra Pradesh- at Vaizag, Mr n Miss
Perfect – Telangana, Mr n Miss Perfect –
South India, Mr n Miss Perfect – India.
As per the schedule Mr n Miss

Perfect-Andhra Pradesh 2016 was organ-
ized. For this contest auditions were taken
in all the main cities, including Vaizag,
Tirupati, Guntur, Nellore, Vijayawada and
Rajahmahendravaram earlier. A total of 12 men and
12 women were qualified in the preliminary auditions,
which were held across the State. The finale begun on
14 July with the grooming session of Mr n Miss
Perfect-Andhra Pradesh 2016 at Vaizag. International
fashion choreographer Arun Ratna has personally
supervised the grooming. 
The twin pageant to find ‘Mr and Miss Perfect AP’

successfully concluded on 17 July at green park hotel
Vaizag. Nisha Yella from Visakhapatnam was declared
Miss Perfect AP and Melvin from Tanuku Mr Perfect
AP. The first and second runners-up were also
declared. The winners also seized the opportunity of
direct entry to Mr India and Miss India contests for
the next edition. The competition was held in five lev-

els. The first level was introductory where contestants
presented themselves in ethnic wear; second level for
casual wear, third was to check the talents and skills
of the contestants. In the fourth round the contestants
presented themselves in corporate outfits and in the
fifth round, the decision-making round, the models
walked the ramp in gowns and suits.
Nisha Yella, an employee of HSBC, has taken part

in some fashion shows previously. “I am excited, the
title made my passion for modelling stronger. As I will

be getting direct entry to Miss India in the com-
ing season, I will try to make most of it and
there is no chance to give it a miss.
During the grooming session I learnt a
lot and improved myself. Right now I
am confident.”

“I am an architect and that is my
profession but modelling is my passion
and after winning the contest I got the

confidence that I can handle both my pas-
sion and profession. I need not give up either. I

will get direct entry to Mr India pageant and in
between I will try to improve myself to be the best,”
said Melvin.
The first runner-up Anjana Prabhu who also won

the title of Miss Perfect AP beautiful smile is former
Miss Vizianagaram. Pramod from Hyderabad is a doc-
tor and won the title of the first runner-up The winners
say that winning a pageant really helps you to grow in
profession. You get offers and it is a very useful step
to those who want to build a career in acting.
Bollywood actress Ziya Siddique, Miss India

Universe Noyonita  Lodh, Mr India Global Phani
Kumar and President of Modelling and Event
Managements’ Association-India Bharath Reddy were
in the panel of judges for the grand finale.

perfect
finale for
‘mr n miss
perfect’
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Nature has beaten us to it
again. It has taken just 70
years for evolution to

throw up a bacterium capable of
breaking down and consuming
PET, one of the world’s most prob-
lematic plastic pollutants.
Researchers at Japan's Kyoto

University have discovered a type
of bacteria that uses only two
enzymes to break down plastic,
according to a study published in
the journal Science. After five

years of working with microbes
and plastics, the scientists identi-
fied a bacteria, dubbed Ideonella
sakaiensis, that is able to decom-
pose polyethylene terephthalate, or
PET, a common plastic used in bot-
tles and clothing. The team hopes
the discovery will lead to new
ways of breaking down plastic,
using either the bacteria them-
selves, or the two enzymes they use
for the job.
Millions of non-biodegradable

plastic bottles containing polyethyl-
ene terephthalate, or PET are made

every year - and many end up litter-
ing streets and oceans. The global
production of PET was 56 million
tones (in 2013 alone), representing
a major environmental problem.
PET is highly resistant to biodegra-
dation and there are huge piles of
bottles and fibers containing the
plastic littering oceans, towns and
dumps 70 years after use. It's not
broken down because there is an
absence or low activity of catabolic
enzymes that can attack its plastic
constituents. Polyesters containing
a high ratio of components, such as
PET, are chemically inert, resulting
in resistance to microbial degrada-
tion. Before now, only very few
species of fungi have been found to
break down PET, but researchers
from Keio University in Tokyo
have identified a bacterial hero.
Now Japanese researchers have dis-
covery of this bug that 'eats' these
compounds, offering the tantalizing
hope of a cleaner planet in years to
come. By screening bacterial candi-
dates able to break down the tough
material, they came across
Ideonella sakaiensis 201-F6, which
is able to use PET as its source of
energy.
The scientist group has collect-

ed 250 samples of PET debris and
screened for bacterial candidates
that depend on PET film as a pri-
mary source of carbon for growth.
The team identified a novel bac-

terium, which they named Ideonella
sakaiensis 201-F6, which could

Bacteria found
to eat plastic

End to Pollution
worries?
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nearly completely degrade a thin
film of PET after six weeks at a
temperature of 30°C (86°F). Further
investigation identified an enzyme
called ISF6-4831, which works
with water to break down PET into
an intermediate substance, which is
then further broken down by a sec-
ond enzyme, ISF6-0224. These two
enzymes can break down PET into
its simpler building blocks.
Remarkably, these enzymes seem to
be unique in their function com-
pared to the closest related known
enzymes of other bacteria, raising
questions of how these plastic-eat-
ing bacteria evolved.

slow and steadY
So how do the bacteria do it?

They link to the PET with tendril-
like threads. They then use two
enzymes sequentially to break

down PET into terephthalic acid
and ethylene glycol, the two sub-
stances from which it is manufac-
tured and that are not harmful to
the environment. The bacteria then
digest both substances. This could
mean they would be useful for get-
ting rid of polluting plastics in the
environment. Their ability to recon-
stitute the starting materials also
lends them to recycling strategies.
But the process takes a long time –
about 6 weeks at 30°C to fully
degrade a thumb-nail-sized piece of
PET.
“We have to improve the bac-

terium to make it more powerful,
and genetic engineering might be
applicable here,” says Oda, whose
team is already experimenting with
this. One way of speeding things
up would be to transfer the genes
that make the two enzymes into a

faster growing bacterium like
Escherichia coli, says Uwe
Bornscheuer of Greifswald
University in Germany. Given that
E.coli secretes the first breakdown
product -terephthalic acid – instead
of consuming it, this would also
make it more practical prospect for
recycling, he  says. 
It’s encouraging that nature has

evolved a natural consumer of
PET; just 70 years after the plastic
began accumulating in the environ-
ment. So far, only a few fungal
species have been reported to
biodegrade PET.Scientists are con-
fident that more microbes in nature
must have evolved to degrade other
plastics. And it’s just a matter of
searching properly and having
patience like the Japanese group to
narrow the search down to a single
bacterium. 
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ujjai pranayama
For beautiful, healthy life

yogi ashwiNi

Last month, we dis-
cussed how a simple

breathing technique can
optimise the metabolism
of the body thereby
increasing the life span
of the cell and thus
slowing down the ageing
process. This is the first
immediate benefit that
basic yogic kriyas have
on the metabolism of the
physical body. We hope
that some of the readers
of the last week’s article
have practiced the
abdominal breathing
technique. Yog becomes
relevant to an individual
only when it is practiced
regularly. Yog is all
about experiences and
these have to be the
practitioner’s experi-
ences.
Breathing in the right

way has a direct effect
on our health and state
of being. 

Look around your-
self in nature and
observe the breathing
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rates of different animals or
insects around you. You will find
that animals that breathe the
fastest have the shortest life span
while animals that breathe the
slowest have the longest. A dog
which takes 70-80 breaths a
minute lives up to 12-13 years
maximum, while a tortoise lives
for over 150 years taking just one-
two breaths a minute.

During the respiration process,
a lot of energy is produced, but as
an equal and opposite reaction, a
lot of toxicity is also generated in
the form of ‘ama’. These toxins
corrode the cell and lead to ageing.
The faster one breathes, the more
are the toxins produced and the
faster is the rate of deterioration of
cell. 
Ujjai Pranayama, is a complete

balancing and purification tech-
nique, that rids the body off toxins
(released during the respiration
process), by heating it to a temper-
ature where toxins are removed
and simultaneously cooling it
making for a complete balance.
This pranayama, has an instant

calming effect on the entire body.
Whenever you are angry, nervous,
anxious, scared or emotional – the
first symptom is – the breath

shoots up! In such circumstances,
you may attempt ujjai and notice
the difference yourself.
Having this basic understand-

ing of the style of breathing and its
affect on the physical we will start
next week with the practice of
understanding who we are on the
physical level with joint rotations
as detailed in Sanatan Kriya.

Yogi Ashwini is the Guiding
Light of Dhyan Foundation and an
authority on the Vedic sciences.
His book, 'Sanatan Kriya, The
Ageless Dimension' is an
acclaimed thesis on anti-ageing.

Log onto to www.dhyanfounda-
tion.com or mail to dhyan@dhyan-

foundation.com for more.

Let us now make a minor alteration to this abdominal breathing technique.

1 Sit with a
straight

spine. Close your
eyes and take
your awareness
to the navel and
start abdominal
breathing. Make
your breath slow-
er, deeper and
gentler.

2 Take a long breath
and as you exhale

open your mouth and with
the abdominal exhalation
let out a sigh of relief. If
you have done this exha-
lation with awareness you
will realize that the air
went out touching the
interiors of your throat
with a gentle hiss.

3 Follow the
same process

now with your
mouth closed.
Feel the air trav-
elling through
your throat with a
gentle hissing
sound without
apparently touch-
ing your nostrils.

4 Slowly prac-
tice the

abdominal
inhalation as well
with awareness
of your abdomen
but with the air
flowing through
your throat gently
making a rustling
sound through it.

5 Continue
with

abdominal
breathing
with this
modification
with the
mouth closed.

The above mentioned practice is called the Ujjai Pranayama and it will be used in all our future practices.
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Every woman has to go
through the menopausal
transition period usually at

the age of 40-50 years. The under-
lying hormonal changes during
this period, most importantly
changes in the concentration
of estrogen cause the initia-
tion of many physical and
mental anomalies. 
There will be drastic

decrease in the concentration
of the female hormone or
Estrogen during this phase.
Due to this reason changes
occur in the pattern of estro-
gen signaling in the amyg-
dalaand hippocampus region
of the brain. These changes
cause mood swings, depres-
sion, anxiety disorders as well
as changes in sexual behavior.
Additionally estrogen also influ-
ences other bodily functions relat-
ing to cardiovascular and
musculoskeletal systems.
Hypoestrogenism i.e. lower levels
of estrogen can also enhance
sedentary habits, which lead to
deposition of lipids and accumula-
tion of higher amount of body fat.
Hence women are more suscepti-
ble to cardiac problems and other
bone related disease such as osteo-
porosis during this phase.
Reproductive Medicine is a

multi disciplinary medical science
based on reproductive anatomy,
physiology, endocrinology, molec-
ular biology, biochemistry, and
pathology. Reproductive Medicine
deals with prevention, diagnosis
and cure of disorders to the
Reproductive system with an aim

to maintain reproductive health.
While addressing fertility related
issues, it allows couples to have
children at their convenient time.
Reproductive Medicine focuses on
aspects like sex education, puberty,
fertility, family planning, birth
control, reproductive health, and
sexually transmitted diseases. It
also focuses on issues related to
gynecology that affect fertility
among women including menstru-
ation, pregnancy, ovulation and
menopause.

Researchers have been studying
the hormonal change patterns and
other associated symptoms in pre-
and post-menopausal women with

the aim of making this transi-
tion period easy to understand
and tackle. A healthy diet
with regular physical activity
is indispensable at this stage
along with medical counsel-
ing if required.
Recently it was found that

daily consumption of whole
cereals including corns,
quinoa etc. provides the much
needed nutrients with antiox-
idant, anti-inflammatory and
lipid metabolizing activities.
Food items rich in proteins,
fibers, tocopherols,

carotenoids like lutein and zeaxan-
thin are highly recommended to
menopausal women.
Studies on menopausal women

also demonstrate that the symp-
toms of previously existing dis-
eases such as schizophrenia, OCD
and PTSD increase many fold dur-
ing this phase. Thus it has become
crucial for physicians to consider
the underlying factors of
menopause while deciding the psy-
chiatric medication for menopausal
women. 

Don't pause
at menopause
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Even as financial security
after retirement is valued
more, a report revealed that

47 percent of working people in
India have not started saving for
their future or have stopped or
faced difficulties while saving.  "A
large number of working people in
India have either not started saving
for their retirement or have stopped
or faced difficulties while saving
for their future. This is higher than
the global average (46 percent),"
according to a recent survey report.
The survey, which was conducted
online by Ipsos MORI during last
September and October, is 13th in

the series and represents the views
of 18,207 people in 17 countries
and territories worldwide, includ-
ing Argentina, Australia, Brazil,
Canada, China, Egypt, France,
Hong Kong, India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Mexico, Singapore,
Taiwan, United Arab Emirates,
United Kingdom and United
States.
According to the report, an

alarming 44 percent of working
people in India, who had started
saving for their retirement have
stopped or faced difficulties.
Further, the report also found that
more than one-fifth (21 percent) of
the working population surveyed
have not even started saving for

retirement. Even among  people
ready to retire and retired are also
not saving. While 22 percent of
people aged 60 and over and 14
percent in their 50s have not all
begun to save for retirement. One
in 10 of working people have never
received professional advice or
information about retirement, it
revealed. Interestingly, friends and
family were the most common
sources of retirement advice or
information, the report said. While
almost 80 percent of pre-retirees
sought advice from friends and
family, 82 percent of retirees have
received advice from them. On the
flip side, it said only 40 percent of
pre-retirees and 53 percent of

INDIANS RETIRING UNPREPARED

SAVE WHILE YOU HAVE  
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retirees have received retirement
advice and information from pro-
fessionals, including financial
advisers, government agencies,
insurance brokers, bank advisers,
among others.

5 waYs to Pension oneself
Having known unpreparedness

of  retirement by majority of us the
immediate question arises is what
is the best way prepare for retire-
ment with pension? Experts are
suggesting some smart ways for
this. Pension funds are good solu-
tions to mitigate financial problems
during low income and health asso-
ciated with old age. Those who are
not entitled to pension as part of
their jobs need to prepare them-
selves for old age by availing good
pension plans.

accruing caPital
While a host of solutions such

as long-term recurring deposits,
fixed deposits, provident fund etc
can be considered as good options
to save money, pension plans offer
the best solution to accrue money.
For example, the National Pension
Scheme is the best solution to build
up a pension corpus. Since it is
affected by interest rates in the
market, it might not offer guaran-
teed results, but in the last five

years, it has been consistently
offering ten per cent growth.
Further, in addition to the Rs 1.5
lakh discount on long-term savings,
pension schemes also offer addi-

tional tax savings of Rs 50,000.

tHe atal Pension scHeme: 
The Atal Pension Scheme is

something that is being offered by
the central government for people
who might not have the benefits of
gratuity, provident fund etc. Those
aged between 18 and 40 can opt for
the scheme and deposit a fixed
amount each month for the pension
scheme. The amount that has to be
apportioned for the pension is
determined by age, salary and
monthly returns envisaged. Rs
5000 is the maximum pension that
would be received and the govern-
ment would also deposit a maxi-
mum of Rs 1000 to the corpus in
the first five years. After the death
of the pensioner, the corpus is
returned to the nominee.

save now, get Pension later
While one can work, putting

money away for savings and then
deriving a monthly income from
the saved money when one is not
able to work constitutes the core
idea of pensions. So one can save
while one earns and in the next step
invest in pension schemes called
annuities. 
Annuities: Just before one

retires, one can invest in annuities
and receive equated payments,
based on the deposit, for the rest of
the pensioner’s life. There are var-
ious options in the kind of annuities
available and one can select fixed
term annuities, annuities for the
rest of the life and so on. Annuities
are sold by insurance companies. 
Forty percent of the amount

saved in National Pension Scheme
should be invested in annuities. If
part of the amount is withdrawn
before one turns 60, then 80 per
cent of the amount should be
invested in annuities. The pension
amount is taxable. Further they also
attract service tax.
Pension Bima Yojana: A plan

offered by LIC, called Varishta
Bima Yojana, is suitable for those
who have attained 60 years of age.
They need to make a one-time
deposit. A minimum and maximum
pension of Rs 500 and Rs 5000 can
be made from the programme for
which one has to deposit Rs 66,665
and Rs 668,665 respectively. One
can opt for the frequency of pen-
sions as required
Pension schemes offer better

returns than long-term fixed
deposits or national savings
schemes. One can obtain pension
for 15 years and then withdraw the
corpus or obtain pension for the
whole life time. If the pensioner
dies, the money would go to the
nominees.
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